s

press got together in
Headwaters Grove. Logging
could begin next week.
Community, page 9

a

Humboldt State University, Arcata, Calif.
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Two cops, two brothers, four
gunshots. A classic murder
mystery gets heavy thanks to

Sprke Lee.
The Scene, page 24
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he women’s soccer team is
undefeated. ‘The men’s soccer
team hasn’t won. Football has won
once, tied once and lost once. All three
teams now head home after last

_ weekend’s road trips and begin the
Here toughest part of the season —
gearing up for conference play.
*

Midfielder Maria Spetzler leads the 5-0 women’s soccer team into

Friday’s match-up against the University of Oregon and Saturday’s
game vs. Hayward State.
Jamie Tuckey, the leading scorer for men’s soccer, looks to ring up

several goals against CSU Stanislaus Friday at 3 p.m. The Warriors

have given up 26 goals this season while HSU’s stingy defense has
allowed only eight goals in five games.
Running back Percy McGee needs just 90 yards Saturday to break

j

the school’s all-time career rushing record against Azusa Pacific in
the Redwood

Bowl.

PHOTOGRAPHS OF PERCY MCGEE AND JAMIE TUCKEY BY KEITH SHEFFIELD/CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER
PHOTOGRAPH OF MARIA SPETZLER COURTESY OF HSU SPORTS INFORMATION
PHOTO
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pillows. ee Enjoy this comfortable way to

0
Financial woes force the library to cut back on book purchases . 3
Federal budget constraints could b ring financial aid changes ..... 3

relax and renew mind, body,

and spirit. These beautiful eye
pillows are handmade of pure
silk and filled with organic
flax seeds.

UPD Clips ....esssssssesnsseeensnnsnnnnneneees

COMMUNITY ...cescocesecesenpescieentaliiaictiusass.. 9
Headwaters fate up in the air, court decision expected Friday .... 10

it's a bird, it’s o plane — it’s Jerry Garcia's head in Arcata! .... 1)

SCIENCE ...n..cvssovenessosedsabeiMnUstnates... 19
HSU professor inspects the bridges of North America.................. 15

Library hours expanded thanks to its new on-line database... 18

ssiegi. 19
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The Lumberjack snags an interview with Ben Harper................ 19
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Spike Lee’s newest Joint, “Clockers,” receives rave review......... 24
1031
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¢

Arcata

822-3450

en
Shipe stands tall in 31-31 tie against DaVis............sssssessesseenn 25
HSU’s senior cross country trio sets sights on South Carolina ...... 26

EDITORIAL/OPINION ..........-sesesssesesesesseeseeeeees OZ
Letters to the editor ...........c.sssssse0e

The Campus Voice — What you think! ..............sssssssscscessssssssse 33
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CORRECTIONS

C

...

By Mz
CAMPUS

In the Sept. 13 Campus Voice, Monica Wakefield’s name was

attributed to the wrong quote. Heractual quote should have read:

Bud

“It’s a really complex issue — I don’t think that there’s a black and

ing neé

white answer.”

Librar
Ina

Due to a typographical error, it was incorrectly reported Western Montana quarterback Jason Truman completed 29 of 41

chairs

brary,

passes for 41 yards. He actually threw for a total of 241 yards.

stated
tures |

The Lumberjack regrets the errors.
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Program helps students integrate to campus, make lasting connections
By Karen Richardson
LUMBERJACK STAFF
SOS

of two “tracks” — one with 26
students and the other with 22.
The students have a choice of

be seen as a scapegoat for the socially inept,” Baxter said. “But it

Being away from home for the
first time can be intimidating for
many freshmen. Butimagine if you
could begin college as a member
of a team — a team that shares

track one, which

like a really big support group.”

classes, social activities and resi-

dence life together. This is the

case for a select group of HSU
freshmen this semester.
This year HSU introduced the
Living and Learning Program —

designed exclusively for new freshmen living on campus.

JUDE

Justice

Baxter,

left,

Elizabeth

TE

Poehiman,

floor

and

Rachel

Zulauf study in Madrone Hall.

This program creates an environment that “directly integrates
academics within a residence hall
community,” as stated in a brochure for the program.
The Living and Learning Program accepted and accommodated 48 students for the Fall semester who live and study together.
The students are enrolled in one

Library forced to
cut materials back
serials and journals) of the acquisitions pro-

By Marolyn Krasner

gram so the level of commitment to each

CAMPUS EDITOR

Budget cuts in higher education are noth-

ing new but when it comes to the HSU

Library cuts, it could be overwhelming.
In an Aug. 21 memo sent to department

chairs and faculty coordinators of the Library, Rena Fowler, the university librarian

stated: “Our projected 1995-96 expendi-

tures to continue the present level of purchasing ... exceeds $1 million.”

The memo stated the Library has been

allocated $762,432 with an additional
$35,000 from one-time lottery funds. This

is still about $200,000 less than the library
needs to break even.
“This gap between funding and projected
expenditures must be quickly addressed if
the Library is to stay within its budget,” the
memo stated.
The shortfall, the memo

stated, stems

from two main factors:
¢ CSU budget reductions combined with
reliance upon one-time sources of funding

to make up the difference.
¢ Increased publishing costs for books
and journals.

“Neither myself or the Library staff welcome the necessity to make these reductions,” the memo stated.

“Although they have seemed inevitable
for several years, they have been avoided by
every means possible. Perhaps unrealisti-

remains the same.
Books constitute 35 percent of the budget, journals 48 percent and serials are 17
percent. Those percentages will stay the
same but the money available will decrease
across the board.
In larger urban areas students have more
choices. There are other libraries students
could use, Fowler said. Here, however, the

HSU Library is the primary source of re-

search material on the North Coast.
“No decision has been made firmly,”
Alfred Guillaume, vice president for Academic Affairs, said of how to generate extra
funds.
He said he hopes “we can increase the
base budget.”
Academic Affairs is trying to get an additional $40,000 from the increased full-time

student population enrolled this semester,
he said.
Money from additional full-time students
will not be available until after Nov. 1.
Some are optimistic about HSU’s ability
to fund the library.
“I don’t expect to see any cuts,” Lee
Bowker, dean of the College of Behavioral

and Social Sciences, said. “I expect academic affairs to find the money.”

In the past, The College of Behavioral
and Social Sciences purchased subscriptions to journals its students needed and

would be greater sums to devote to Library

gave those subscriptions to the library as
gifts. He said it may do it again if needed.

with,” the memo stated.

cuts. If there are cuts, that would be a disaster, he said.

cally, there has been the hope that ... there
materials and services. That has not happened and downsizing must now be dealt
I think the difference is so great in what
we have compared to what we need, Fowler
said yesterday. “I think a cut is needed.”
The Library will make proportional reductions to the three major elements (books,

There won’t be an effect if there are no

“I would hope that the resources we provide are important to students. We want to

provide services and provide resources,”
Fowler said. “This all depends on the support and money we get.”

courses: English

pairs three

100, Math

115

(precalculus) and a study group,
or track two, which pairs English
100, Anthropology 104 (Introduction to Anthropology) and a
study group.
Madrone Hall houses the 48
freshmen. The bike room has been
converted into a classroom for
study groups, tutoring and other
social activities. A small computer
lab has also been set up with four
computer terminals and printers.
Freshman Justice Hart Baxter,
an undeclared major from Oakland, Calif., said the Living and

Learning Program is proving to
be a better experience than he
expected,
“At first it seemed like a concentration camp for freshmen. I
wasalso afraid that maybe it would

hasn’t been like that at all. It feels
In Madrone Hall the students all
know each other’s names and faces
as wellas schedules. Many of them

walk to classes together, go to dinner together and study together.
Several of the Living and Learning
residents agreed it is very convenient to be able to open your door

and shout out, “Does anyone know
the answer to number five for
math?” Usually someone can answer because they, too, have the

same class.
Rebecca

E. Nichols,

a theater

arts major from Santa Cruz, said
she became a Living and Learning
resident because she feels the pro-

gram

will help her earn good

grades.
“I think we all really want to do

wellin college and that’s why we're

See Living & Learning page 8

Congressional changes to
financial aid on horizon
Phillips said subsidized Stafford Loans
will remain the same, except students

By Marolyn Krasner
CAMPUS EDITOR

will be charged interest immediately af-

In an attempt to balance the federal
budget, Congress is taking on issues such
as Medicare, welfare reform and financial

aid.

There has been much debate and uncertainty of the future of financial aid

among studentsand the mediaabout what
is really being proposed.
Beau Phillips, press secretary for Rep.
Frank Riggs (R-Windsor), said ina phone
interview from Washington, D.C., “The
reforms being done in Congress will save

taxpayers billions of dollars without

changing the

siDaane ‘ofa
for loans and
grants.”
Hesaidthe
Pell
eat Grant
creasing to the
highestlevel it
has ever been.

ter they graduate.
This interest adds up to an average
payment of $9 a month on top of the
student’s actual loan payment.
“That’s nota lotto ask someone who is
entering the work force,” he said.
Jack Altman, assistant to the director
of financial aid said, “Nothing is definite

until they (Congress) comes to some decision.”
It’s almost like who

blinks first, he

said.
“They’re trying to take money from
wherever

a
“The reforms being done in Congress
eaenets*
of dollars
will save taxpayers billions
een so many
jae
.
Without changing the eligibility ofa = different
ideas kickedhe
:
around.”
student for loans and grants.”
single
BEAU PHILLIPS
press secretary for Frank Riggs

A press re-

lease from The College Democrat, a lobbying group, states it is a “Republicanasserted fact the GOP funds the biggest
Pell Grant award.
Actual fact: While modestly increasing
the maximum award, the GOP simultaneously cuts the overall appropriation
for the Pell Grant program and drops

280,000 students from the program.”
The changes in financial aid are outlined in the Reconciliation Bill.

The portion of the bill that deals with
student loans is being reviewed by the
Economic and Educational Opportunities Committee. The final federal budget
is supposed to be passed by Oct. 1.

said.

Who

knows how it
will come out.

With

Re-

publicans dominating Congress, it is a
new ballgame for those of us who work in
financial aid, he said.

Doug Lindsey, spokesman for Students Acting For Education, said pro-

posed cuts in financial aid would devastate students.

“They’re doing it all in the name of

balancing the federal budget,” he said.

He said with the Congress majority
being Republican, he thinks the changes
will have “a pretty good chance” of passing.
He encourages students and parents
to call theirlocal representatives and voice

opinions about the situation.
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Students making a difference

d happiness in work

CCAT co-directors fin
are first semester residents.
In order for CCAT residents to keep on
top of things they “have a scheduled meeting, at least twice a week during breakfast

@ CCAT residents
practice what they
preach every day.

CCAT — which is a computer program that

and vé slunteerjobs
facilitating studentintern
on CCAT’s grounds,

gives a computer tour of CCAT,

Although residents are busy they stil] make

rs-a-day.
“I’m managing people five hou

ipment
they'll do and getting them any equ

Mondays and Fridays to update each other

and make sure that everything

is being covered,” Brians

By Jeremy Sutton
LUMBERJACK STAFF

The residents of Campus Center for Appropriate Technology find themselves liv-

ing a sweet and sour lifestyle.
Residents love their jobs, even though it

derstand

each

other,”

McHolland said.
“Ifone ofus is having a bad
day, the other two residents
will catch the slack for that
person. Weneed each other,”
It’s important for the residents to communicate with
each other in order for them
to stay organized.
During meetings they decide who will
give tours of the house and who will organize certain workshops and lectures.
They keep each other updated throughout the day.
“J have school in the mornings and when

leaves them little free time.
CCAT is a campus organization that provides students with an environmental education through hands-on experience.

Residents organize workshops and lectures to educate students and the community.

CCAT works with other HSU departments and clubs, suchas Youth Educational

Services.
There are three residents who live and act
as co-directors at CCAT.
Meline McHolland, senior environmen-

tal resource engineer major, is a second semester resident.
Randy Brians, a cultural understanding
and social development, interdisciplinary

with questions or other needs, |
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Progressi

10am - noon

llam - 2pm

The Snoring Moose Show

Sushi

ae

™ R.A.W. ha
‘The
| serves smooth dishes of

with the Moose. Wake up and smell the

Fuzz Pop Explosion
Fuzzy
pop that will leave your toes
tapping & hips shaking

3 “tom

2

rie

re

sitar bi —

ee

are:

Gowran

to tan in Wedhendey y around

ide
Ou gotta get on

to testathe ride

Reggae, Pop, Funk, & music for the higher One After 909

mand, with Ganjamytins

People

hour with Jeffrey

Opportunity
for an unequal world

aaaete
The
R.A.W. | spins the best Rap, Hip-

Green
eggs and ham

Stuff you should try ‘cause you just

Hop, R&B, and Soul

might like it

llam - lpm

noon - lpm
The Lunch Hour with guest DJ's

with Rock, Jazz, and Zydeco

Bob's Down Home Show
A true eclectic show: Mozart to
Metallica

A steaming jambalaya of Blues, spiced

REQUEST LINE:
826-6077

«CRO

1-3pm

3- 6pm

'95
“a

ren

The Peanut Butter Jam

Roland's Pan-Blackened Blues

1-3pm
If it's around, Mike will play it

1

3pm

The After Lunch Special with Janet
Requests and more requests!

3- 5pm
The Waiting Room
For all the music you've been waiting
for. With your host Carole

“CAM
andPU
COMM
S.
UNITY

NEVWS at 3pm MONDAY - FRIDAY.
- 5:30pm
6 - 9pm

Delusions
of Grandeur

7 - 10pm
Dead and Beyond

3:30
Off the Shelf

An eclectic mix off the shelf with Kate

Hi etn

basket. With the Cornflake Girl

6

bands of today with Jeff

putting the "K" in KRFH

dha

9 - 11pm

Diverse Unpleasantness

4-6pm

Staying Crunchy in Milk

Goodies from Lil Red Riding Hood's

A wide array, 80 stay tuned with T.J.
Sp

666 Fever

;

se

Get possessed with blood boiling sounds

A retrospective of the Dead and new

There's
no turning back, Monte’s finally

crossed
the line

5:30 - 7pm

10 - lam

KRFH Presents Featured

The Revolution
Will Not Be Televised

Performances

Live

Turn on Your Radio Now

The Skankin Hank Show

Pink Floyd & Friends
nds withwith JimJi

airwaves

other fun stuff

Where caffeine and THC rule the

Hey, just listen

Daydreami
ee

11pm - lam

10pm - lam
BattleH.

Tum up the tempo with Metal Mike

Love, Music, Astrology, and Talk with

KEAL noise from Arcata’s only local
Brahma Sound Sphincter

A variety of pretty much everyting

‘

a

mr —

lam

with Bud

yas of the Rebellion

Punk not Alternative, Rap not Hip-Hop

STUDENT-RUN
KRFH

anyone wants

7 - 9pm

USIC, enough said

My Notsey Crankin Metal Show I

Classic Rock, with a mix of whatever

5 - 8pm
Herby
MCG the Love Drug Show with

1

New and old Floyd with a vaney of

5- 7pm

Kickin’
it with John

The best way to gear up for the weekend

PROGRAMS SUBJECT TO CHAN
GE WITHOUT NOTICE

The Rise up Lounge

with Mr. Greengrass

8 - 10pm

9- 1ilpm

Shadow
in s
the Theatre
Modem, Gothic, & Industrial music

The Green Blazin’ Show
with
All the music you can bug-out l0

with St. Steve

Steve

10pm - lam

llpm - lam

Rare Grooves

Toto's

Jazz, Blues, Funk, & Junk with odd

Punk.

Radio Show

Rap,

Ska, and more

No Country

comedy with Chris

is partially funded by the Instructionally Related Activities fee of Humboldt State Unive
print or broadcast, are not necessarily those of Humboldt State University ¢ rsity.

The views and content of KRF ‘H
or Associated Students.

communications,

KRFH studio and offices are located in Gist Hall 105.
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me ,

9-11 pm

Ezra Love Herzog

7. 10pm

and Funk with Tullin

8 - llpm

pm - 1am

3 - Spm

Scorpio Rising

Revolutionary Jazz, Reggae, Hip-Hop,

1

ra

Culp

opm

spun by Psycho Michael

1

aetna

|

Saturday

tnppin’

noon - 2pm

2 - 3:30pm

Featured artists, then Beatles the second = KRFH veteran DJ Bubba spins equal

FALL

pont
all
Natural Rhythms with D.C

More than the old, not just the new, not
even always what you know

Quad

but I don’t regret it, McHolland said.

Friday

,

The
Mexic
ebratic

CCAT is my life, including my social life,

Psychedelic Fryday
A mind bending mix of all your favorite

;

LUMBER

midnight or one,” McHolland said.

8 - 10am

the dail

By He

ten at night and don’t make it to bed until

Thursday a.m. Wake-up Call

ie

Affirmative Music 4 Affirmative

Cl

“T usually don’t get to my home work until

8 - Llam

Sth

KH

joy what they’re doing.
Not only are these residents co-director
of CCAT, but they’re students too.

is

Thursday

Show

Waffles! eo

4-7pm

- 4pm

lem
Green

eo
to

Poetry and Prozac
Eclectic Rhythms with Kelly and Phil.
Listen now while it’s still legal

CCAT life is never ending,
“Being a CCAT resident is

residents have, residents believe in and en-

-

you, with Baroo

The Jones Experience
Music for the mind with The Joneser

go off
daysat

8 - 10am
ythm,

it alll baby!
with D

:
McHolland said.
According to the residents

during workshops or the little personal time

Virtual

project

senior

DSSERTARON
nA DESSERTS
S | Getmoaripm
srtuphWe
n ® Thetaliteyhe Skw——staysn

m

-

A

with Grateful Dave

826-6077
:

‘i

8 - llam

tn + tras

first w

“It’s a9 to 5 job,” Pine said. Whether it’s

part of the job and I love it.”
Residents have major projects they’re
working on such as the November Harvest
Sale where vegetables and spices grown at
CCAT will be sold.

“Th

best to serve them.”

new
projects, continuing
present ones, while finishing

they need,” McHolland said.
“It’s difficult enough just trying to keep
my head above water,” Brians said. “All the
small things just keep adding up, but that’s

Wednesday

Tuesday

Monday

my

constant process of taking on

KRFH 610 AM PROGRAMS
Sunday

storms

others,” McHolland said,

from volunteers and other residents while
trying to make lunch,” Brians said.
Residents are in charge of organizing and

source and appropriate technology senior,

years.
aged le

others become active in CCAT
“My work in the office is see.
ondary when people are present

RANDY BRIANS
CCAT resident

I get back I am bombarded with questions

studies senior and Gaia Pine, a natural re-

equip

Residents also enjoy helping

“It's difficult enough just trying
to keep my head above water.
All the small things just keep
adding up, but that's part of
the job and | love it.”

said.
The residents work well
together.
“I love my roommates. We
work well together and un-

ever W
anten
Ridge.
Thi

themselves available to answer “questions
from volunteers, interns and people who are
interested in getting involyed
with CCAT.

l work, w hat
Just organizing where they'l
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KHSU gets new equipment
LUMBERJACK STAFF

KHSU is sounding better than
ever with the installation of a new

antenna atop Kneeland’s Barry
Ridge.

The radio station needed to raise

This was KHSU’s first big
equipment project in about five
years. The old tower was dam-

It raised $13,000 over this goal.
This money went towards the antenna. Federal grant money was
also used to fund the antenna.
So far the antenna works well.
“We have received calls from
listeners about the improvement

KHSU broadcasts on 90.5 FM.
The new antenna has not changed

aged last winter during the major
storms, Terry Green, engineer at
KHSU, said.

“There weretwo problems. The
first was bad weather. We had to
go off the air, sometimes a couple
daysata stretch. The second problem was impaired reception,”
Green said.
KHSU appealed to its listeners

been no bad weather to put it to

“It keeps us up to date,” said

the test.”

Dave Silverbrand news director at

The antenna is a new design. It
has weather proofing equipment
to makeit stronger. It should stand

KHSU. “Italso helps us keep track

ee
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:

:
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LUMBERJACK STAFF

The feast of the sun kicked off
Mexican Independence Day celebrations in the University Center
Quad Friday.
Musical entertainment was pro-

Ollin, out of East Los Angeles, took part in Friday’s celebration

Barboza, public relations repre-

sponsored by MeCha and KRFH.

HEATHER PARKER / LUMBERJACK STAFF

TATTOO &
BODY PIERCING
sTUDIO

Rodarte said.
“Our main goal is to try and
educate today’s Chicano youth

His speech called the “Grito

enchilada table sold out.”
Proceeds from the annual fundraiser will be used for a Career

de Dolores” (Cry of Dolores)
called fora rebellion so Mexicans

Conference for Latino high school
students in Humboldt County.

could govern Mexico.
Every Sept. 15, Mexico’s presi-

The conference will be held at
HSU in October.
“The conference will feature
motivational speeches and workshops on study habits, financial
aid and the college enrollment pro-

dent rings a bell and repeats the

dependence is based on Sept. 15,

region of Mexico and “Cumbia,”

1810, whena Creole priest named
Miguel Hidalgo y Costilla called
the Indians and the Mestizos to his

the more modern accordion and
electric music.
“We are a major part of the
Chicano movement in East Los

in the town of Dolores,

Mexico.

Angeles,”

band

North

Sunny

about the everyday struggles of
the Chicanoand Mexican people,
Mexico’s Independence and
Mexican heritage and pride,
Lopez said.
“There are too many young
people in limbo about who they
are,” Lopez said.
“We encourage them to get
an education, retain their heri-

Scott

Brae

Center,

Arcata

SPE
Ss 179.00

coupon

Experience Artful and Delicious Cuisine

Dec.

22

Offer expires

9-25-95

HWA RANG DO
ACADEMY

Old

Arcata

518 F St.
Eureka

$4 off any bottle of wine
with the purchase of

eWeight Control
ePhysical Coordination
eMental Concentration

Defense
Esteem
Confidence

to

EUREKA

Coast

822-4958

28

BROADWAY,

tage, and give to their community,” he said.

Women’s Self Defense Classes
Tuesday & Wednesday Nights

Aug.

3610

and English, Ollin’s songs are

DO ACADEMY

RANG
92

member

443-3809

ber Tito Lopez said.
Composed in both Spanish

Independence Day is officially

The celebration of Mexico’s in-

cess,” Barboza said.

about their culture,” band mem-

“Grito de Dolores.”
celebrated Sept. 16.
At Brewin’ Beats Friday, Ollin
(from East Los Angeles) performed traditional “Jorocho”style music from the Vera Cruz

Call for an appointment or just drop by.
It’s worth the drive to Eureka.

sentative for MeCha, said. “Our

this

EUREKA’S ORIGINAL

ee

MeCha’s enchilada table
“We raised alot ofmoney,” Jose

*With

\__ 1068 I Stre
» Arcata,
et CA * (707) 822-5296,

Best Tattoos and
Body-piercings on the North Coast

sponsored
by
Movimiento
Estudiantil de Chicano Aztlan and
KRFH 610 AM with food from

*Only

Moonrise~Nerss”

a

¢ Best prices on quality body jewelry

cording to the Aztec calendar),

Classes

MAIL ORDER CATALOG AVAILABLE

e Autoclave sterialization
eFine line, custom Tribal, Cover-ups

resents the feast of the sun, ac-

eSelf
eSelf
eSelf

-

Plus...
The Largest Selection
of Herbs and Extracts on the North Coast

e Single use needles

vided by Ollin (whose name rep-

HWA

Essential Oils for Aromatherapy
Uplifting Music on Cassette or CD

of stories that are relevant to the
area.”

Club celebrates Mexican independence

church

Books to Educate and Inspire

estry graduate student. “It seems

in sound,” Green said. “There has

Le

Natural Cosmetics

“T can tell the difference in the
sound,” said Erik Pearson, a formuch more clear.”
In addition to the new antenna,
KHSU now receives the Associated Press news. This allows the
station to use news from AP for its
broadcast.

By Heather Parker

Than Just Herbs

the range. It still reaches from
southern Oregon to southern
Humboldt County.

$25,000 to match the assistance.

<

LOTS MORE

up better to the weather.

to help raise the funds needed for
the new antenna. Listener contributions helped pay for the antenna.
KHSU received emergency assistance to fund the new antenna.

By Megan Fitzgibbon

5

Rd.

lunch or dinnner.
~ Romantic dinners served
Tues.— Sat. 5:30-9:30 p.m.
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BREAKFAST

- AT CARL’S

JR.

PAU L RICHARD KING,
OPTOMETRIST

Who says you can’t have burgers for breakfast? We could
name names. But we'd rather tel]
you about the famous burgers you can get for breakfast

at Carl’s Jr® They’re charbroiled, not
fried. And we serve them all day, every day. Because they’re
just too good to save for later.

Use your ATM card and get up to $40 cash back.
4900 Valley
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Faculty, students discuss

identified
as one of the suspects.

¢ Late Saturday night a 911

strategic plan for HSU
By Vanessa L. Payne

LUMBERJACK STAFF

Student participation in the creation a “new vision” for HSU was

the focus of the Strategic Planning
conference last Wednesday.

The conference was led by Edward “Buzz” Webb, vice president
for student

affairs,

and

Lily

Owyang, dean of undergraduate
studies.

Webband Owyang held the conference in an effort to make stu-

dents an integral part of the
administration’s restructuring of
HSU’s goals.

“We need to make this a student-centered campus,” Webb
said. “The idea is to form working
task forces that will deal with issues like improving general education and establishing interdisciplinary courses — these are all ideas
that we need to discuss as a community.”
Owyang said the key to the plan-

ning process is to decide what the
HSU community is all about and
what resources the university has.
Associated Students President

Freida Ravasco brought up the issue of interdisciplinary education.
Ravasco,
a special-major senior,
said HSU should have more classes

that are cross-listed and team-

call was received from a Sunset
Hall room, butan answering
machine was received upon call-

taught in order to help students
expand their breadth of knowledge.
“Our educational model has put

tegic planning conferences should
work on “incorporating non-traditional students that don’t fit in.”
Evaluating faculty for both pre-

us into boxes,”

tenure and tenure positions was

Ravasco

said.

“We're not seeing how things are
interconnected.”
Other students at the meeting
discussed the need for more communication between students from
different departments, “walks of
life” and age groups.
“I'd like to see discussion
groups for students of different
backgrounds,”

said

Michael

Roundy, vice president for stu-

another concern voiced by both
Tesilya Hanauer, vice president of
legislative affairs, and John Bair,

graduate studies representative.
“IT would like to see more student input in the tenure-track process,” Bair said.

Hanauer shared Bair’s senti-

theft of a courtesy phone from
the south entrance of the East
Gym Wednesday evening.
¢ A residence hall student re-

ing refuse from the Jolly Giant
Commons dumpster. A student
was advised on the same rules

and told not to tell people they
can go dumpster diving.
¢ Monday morninga gardener

reported a male subject screaming between the Art building
and

the New Music building. An officer found a student having
problems locking his bike.
reportedly locked in a van with

lot.

no

said.

A final point of contention exof diversity. Ricardo Chavarria, a
Spanish and math senior, and
Ernesto Bejarano, a sociology senior, said they were disappointed

with the lackof effort put into hir-

She also said re-entry students

ing professors of diverse ethnic
backgrounds. They referred specifically to the replacement of Ethnic Studies Professor Luis Arroyo,
who resigned at the end of last
semester.
;
“If we’re going to promote diversity then we need to back it up
and get more (minority) faculty,”

are underrepresented in many areas on campus and thinks the stra-

See Plan page 8

White said she has experienced
rejection as a re-entry student and
would like to see the social gap
between the younger students and
the re-entry students narrowed.

House, but could not be located,
¢ A custodian reported the

were advised of rules about tak-

Jolly Giant Commons parking

pressed by students was the issue

more,” White said. “We have a
right to be heard, too.”

¢ On Wednesday evening a
“drunk aggressive panhandler”
was reported near Wagner

“There have been classes where
the overall feeling was that the

ment junior and director of the
Adult Re-entry Center, said there

to be included

¢ Saturday afternoon subjects

ported Thursday evening the

teacher was ineffective,” Hanauer

pus, we need

back. The student said he was
not in the room at the time.

ments.

dent affairs. “It would create more
of a community atmosphere.”
Susan White, a child developis alack of awareness about the reentry students as a fundamental
part of the campus.
“Being 30 percent of the cam-

7
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theft ofa license plate from the

¢ Two men were observed in

¢ Monday afternoona
dog was
ventilation.

The

van

the Library parking lot Thurs-

opened, a window cracked and
a note left for the owner to con-

day afternoon, one concealing

tact UPD.

bolt cutters under a long green
jacket. One subject fled, but a
Eureka man was detained and
banned from campus.
e Late Thursday night a seventh floor Cypress resident re-

¢ Three juveniles were arrested Tuesday evening for the

theft of an amplifier from the

University Center. The juveniles were observed fleeing into
the Community Forest and were

ported the theft of a CD and a
roll of film from her room.
¢ Bolt cutters were found in

later apprehended on Califor-

shrubbery south of Theatre
Arts Friday morning.

cap handrail was taken for safe
keeping by UPD Sunday and

¢ Three white male adults

were observed trying to open
car doors in the tennis court
parking
lot Friday evening. One
man was contacted, but not

CALIFORNIA HIGHWAY PATROL
Career in Law Enforcement
The California Highway Patrol is now accepting applications for the position of STATE OFFICER
CADET. A written test will be given October 28, 1995. The final filing date is October 1, 1995.
The written test is the first procedure in the extensive testing process before appointment to
the CHP Academy.
Interested persons between the ages of 20 and 31 may contact Officer John Lutzow at the Arcata
CHP Office, (822-5981), for information and applications.

nia Street.
¢ A bicycle blocking a handi-

returned to its owner when

Challenging and Rewarding Career for Qualified Women and Men
Health Benefits, Retirement, Bilingual Pay

For Applications and Information contact
Officer John Lutzow
255 E. Samoa Blvd.

ternoon.

Compiled by Andrew Jones

Y
ISTR
DENT
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Mark

‘WISDOM TEETH

__ NITROUS-GAS
STEREO SOUND |

~ 1225 B ST. 822-5105

O) Rial aaa
753 8TH STREET
ARCATA, CA
82601959

For the total you

Arcata, California

822-5981

It’s back on page 20.

|

“We cater to cowards!”

F

The Scene — cooler

than you

he

reported it stolen Tuesday af-

The California Highway Patrol is an Affirmative Action , Equal Opportunity Employer.
Starting Salary $2738 a month
27 Week Paid Academy Training

Did you miss ‘Eat the
Hype’ last week?

was

CORNER of H & 18TH
796 18TH STREET
ARCATA, CA
82201384
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Plan
inued from
© Cont

page 7

Bejarano said.
Chavarrfa said by hiring more
minority professors, HSU would

probably attract more minority
students, which could only ben-

efit HSU as a community.
“What I envision is racial and
ethnic diversity among faculty as

Are you interested in an

well as students,” he said.

AmeriCorps opportunity?

The forum was the preliminary
meeting for a series of planning
conferences to begin Friday, Sept.

Earn money for school while serving your community!

¢ Continued from page 3
here (in this program),” Nichols
said.
Some of the residences fear they
may grow tired of each other by
the end of the semester.

Six Rivers National Forest @ (707) 441-3583

TIMES CLUE"

“T hope I’m not sick to death of

seeing the same people at the end
of the semester,” Nichols said.

Vigorous ing stimy jad

Qualityzery
ae

a.m.

groups, “composed of faculty, staff

in the Kate

and students,” and each will be

Buchanan Room.

given a specific topic to discuss.

Discussion for future meetings
will take the form of small “focus
groups,” which will address topics such as interdisciplinary learning, diversity and faculty development.
According to a statement issued
by Provost and Vice President for

“The purpose of planning is (to

find) a preferred position ... one
that is realistic,” Webb said. “We

Guillaume. there will be 15 focus

want to be in control of our own
destiny.”
Students interested in participating in the Sept. 29 conference
can
e-mail
Guillaume
a;
Guillaume@laurel.humboldt.edy.

a fee of $150 in addition to regular
room and board rates.

Anthropology course for the program.

Academic

Affairs

Alfred J.

Living and Learning

For more information about
opportunities available contact:

ApP™

29 at 8:30

nyo

said many Of the ideas and preparation for the HSU Living and
Learning Program were “extracted from San Diego State Uni-

these freshmen because the class
size is so small and everyone aiready knows each other.
Aaron Marks, a psychology

versity,” where a similar freshman

The students are also enrolled
in a two-unit University Seminar
course that orients students to
HSU, prepares them for success

riences, we decided to front-load

in college and teaches useful lifeplanning skills. Additional classes

(Living and Learning) in the Fall
semester,” Hughes said.

can be of the student’s personal
choosing.
Students eligible for the program must have satisfactory
completion of or exemption from
the required English Placement
Test (EPT) and/or the Entry Level
Math Test (ELM).
All students enrolled in Living
and Learning are required to pay

He likes teaching freshmen because they are “almost always
excited about learning.” He said
he especially enjoys teaching

Rees Hughes, head of the department of Housing and Dining,

program was implemented.
“Based on their (SDSU) expe-

major from Oakland, said he

joined the Living and Learning Program because he feels
he learns and interacts better
in smaller classes and groups.
“T like receiving personal attention from the professors,”
Marks said. “It reminds me a lot
of my high school.”
Hughes said HSU will try to

The department of Housing and
Dining, the office of Admissions
and Records, the office of the Dean

of Undergraduate Studies, the departments of English, mathematics, sociology, anthropology and
social work all sponsor the Living
and Learning Program.
Tim McMillan, sociology lec-

accommodate at least 200 students for the Living and Learning Program next year if the pro-

gram is successful.

turer, teaches the Introduction to

Ser Friendly
Mail: PO. Box 1918 * Fort Bragg, CA 95437
Phone: (800) 462-1999 » FAX: (707) 964-0351

|

Intepnet: TCC@MCN.ORG

Enjoy Humboldt County!

Hike

«Camp - Bike> Play -

Ye

CAN

Te aad

Then...

RS

at

Every Wednesday
PROGRESSIVE BEER NIGHT!

gett esecescesese

Thursday Night

1/2 Liter Night!

Imports & Microbrews

Alabama Slammers

8-9 p.m....50¢/glass

Purple Hooters

75¢/glass

.

10- 11 p.m...$1.00/glass

Long Island Iced Teas

11 - 12 p.m....$1.25/glass

$3.50 each

awn LAUNDROMAT
‘10

JUST 3 BLOCKS NORTH OF HSU!
EASY DROP-OFF SERVICES
WE ALSO RENT MAIL BOXES
420 CALIFORNIA AVE. AT LK WOOD BLVD.
822-3749

OPEN TILL 10 pm

;

saturdays

Late Night

Margaritas

Happy- Hour

Daauiris

9 p.m. - midnight

Pina Coladas

Free Popcorn - 7 T.V.’s
No One Under 21!
865 9th Street

Please Don’t Drink & Drivel!!

822-2302

Noelle

COMMUNITY
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The first three

protesters to be
arrested stand
before the sheriff
and declare their

ownership of the
land. Earth First!

activist Judy
Bari, center, had
her car bombed

during the 1990
Redwood
Summer
protests.

Protest
oe

brings hope
for change
More than 2,000 people
rallied Friday to prevent
salvage logging operations
in Headwaters Grove. P-L
was issued a temporary
restraining order late in
the day, giving a sense of
victory to protesters.
See story page 10

PHOTOS BY
STACY FORD/COMMUNITY EDITOR

VOR DUPEN

RIVES

HAMA

Three-year-old Alexia Siebuh, left, of Butler Valley, holds
up her sign for all to see. Timber workers, above, show
support for the logging industry.

More than 2,000
protesters
attended
the
rally in front of
P-L’s Carlotta
Mill Friday.

The Lumberjack
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Headwaters Forest chronology

P-L blocked from

1869 — The Pacific Lumber
Company was founded.

logging redwoods

1905 — Simon Murphy buys

The new restraining order will

m@ A temporary

keep loggers out until Friday when
U.S. District Judge Maxine

restraining order
prevents logging of
Headwaters Grove
until Friday.

Chesney decides whether or not

to extend the ban. The order resulted froma suit filed by the Environmental Protection Information
Center.

“Clearly we are thrilled the re-

By Stacy Ford

straining order was issued; we feel

COMMUNITY EDITOR

this issue has not had adequate

A temporary restraining order
prohibiting logging of trees in
Headwaters Grove was issued near
the end ofa protest held at Pacific
Lumber’s Carlotta mill last Friday.
The protest marked the end of
the nesting period of the marbled
murrelet. P-L received an exemption on a prior restraining order
allowing them to harvest “dead or
diseased” trees after the nesting
period.

review,” Dana

Stolzman,

educa-

tion coordinator of E.P.1.C., said.
It is critical for the wildlife that
live there because it is habitat for

endangered species, Stolzman
said. This is an exemption from
the law, she said.

P-L

spokeswoman

Mary

Bullwinkel said the lumber com-

pany was disappointed the order
see Protest, page

14

Pacific lumber. At this time, P-L

had done little clearcutting, leaving 40 to 50 percent of the trees
standing. P-L becomes the most
stable private employer in the
“redwood empire.”
1985 — The MAXXAM Cor-

poration, owned
Hurwitz, buys

by Charles

P-L.

Redwood

logging increased. More than
40,000 acres of old-growth redwoods have been harvested since.

plan by E.P.I.C. and the Sierra
Club.

eral Deposit Insurance Corporation first considers collecting its

1992 — The National Forest
Redwoods Act was introduced.

1990 — Redwood Summer —

of P-L’s 200,000 acres. A 30,000acre version ofthe bill passed the
House Interior Subcommittee,

1990 — Forests Forever Ballot

1992 — Owl Creek — P-L
twice entered the old-growth
groveand logged old growth redwoods. The second cutting, occurring over Thanksgiving holiday, was halted by court order
after four days.

logging was defeated in the No-

1993-1994 — The Headwaters Forest Act — This bill was

ers picking up the cost. The Feddebt in the form of Headwaters
Forest, a “debt-for-natttre” swap.

Organized by Earth First!, it was a
summer of events which included
marches and occupations of groves
proposed for harvesting. Violence
against protesters occurred and the
events were covered nationally and
internationally.

1987 — EPIC v. MAXXAM
— This is the first successful en-

Initiative — Proposition 130,aplan
to reform regulations governing

vironmental lawsuit regarding

Headwaters. This suit was suc-

cessful in stopping two clearcuts

vember elections.

in Headwaters Grove.

1990 — Owl Creek — P-L submits plan to log Owl Creek Grove.
Humboldt County Superior Court

1988 — MAXXAM controlled
United Savings Association of

A:R:C:A-T:A

8:30 a.m. and 10:50 am

“Breakfast for a Buck”
Breakfast Bible Study for
Students — 9:30 a.m.

Call 822-1599 and leave a message
with your name to make a

but further action was not taken.

introduced to authorize federal
acquisition of P-L’s old-growth
forests. It won support in the

House but failed to pass the Senate.

Bagel Bakery & Cafe

1700 UNION STREET * ARCATA: 822-0367
Worship

It authorized public acquisition

BNSC

First Baptist Church
Sundays

later upheld a legal challenge ofa

Texas goes under and is seized by
the government. USAT deposits
are federally insured with taxpay-

Sunday Evenings
September |7-Octoberl, 7:00 p.m.

Smoked Fish ¢ Rugalah
Corn Rye ¢ Challah
Muffins * Empanadas
Sandwiches
Oak-Roasted Coffee
Mexican Hot Chocolate

Lecture Series
Dr. Douglas Shaw,Guest Speaker

+ Grandson of ex-Yogi Ishway Dayal
+ Expert on New Age, Comparative
Religions and Biblical Eschatology

7< INDOOR & OUTDOOR SEATING =i

breakfast reservation.

Thursdays
“Solid Rock Christian Fellowship”
1061 I St.
Arcata
822-3150

Meet in the church parking lot at
6:30 p.m. for a ride or directions!

Welcome

M,

W,

Th.,

F

7-6

Sat. 7-5, Sun. 8-3

403

0 CTT TCE NY

2nd St.
Eureka
442-8525

HSU Students!
822-0312

OPEN

7 DAYS

813

H STREET

ARCATA
EX
CH
AN
GE
FURNITURE
ON THE PLAZA

Futon. The better sofa-sleeper
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Traveling sculptor carves niche in Arcata
=

Artist

travels

all over

the

and someone offered me money forit. I thought

“oe ‘

it was humorous. | didn’t even think about

Northwest to create art

making money at it.”
Sweetman enjoys carving on the street be-

‘among the people.’

cause of the interaction with people who proBy David Perry
LUMBERJACK STAFF

A carving of a chainsaw anda life-size head of
Jerry Garcia can be seen — or bought — on the
streets of Arcata.
Sculptor Darci Sweetman recently found inspiration in Arcata to create the wooden icons.
Sweetman, 24, has transformed hunks of wood

into sculpture “pretty much full time” for the
past three-and-a-half years.
He figures more than two million people have

witnessed him creating art.
Now add to the mix those who have seen him

vide him with instant feedback.
“Everybody has a reaction to what I am
doing,” he said. “Some people pretend like I’m
not even there but that in itself is a reaction.”
“On the most part,” he said. “I get positive
responses like, ‘keep up the good work,’ or
‘that’s good.”
His quest to create art among the people has
led him throughout North America.
Among the places he has carved in his native
Canada are Toronto, Victoria, Vancouver Island and the small town of Red Deer, Alberta.
He has carved in San Francisco, Seattle, Bos-

Sweetman admits he is somewhat leery of big

streets of Arcata for the past two months.
Working at a feverish pace that barely affords
him the time to glance upat passersby, Sweetman
said his estimate of two million could possibly be

cities and prefers contact with the people of
smaller communities. “I’ve been to places like

a bit on the low side.

stresses me out.

dian-born artist said. “I like the reactions I get
from people as they see something transform

over a short period of time.”
His artistic pursuits were encouraged early by

his parents, who are artists themselves.
“My mom paints and my dad created a Satur-

day morning cartoon show called “The Bean
Show,’ which was popularin Canada,” Sweetman

said. “I drew from the time I was three until I was
about 20.
“I sort of discovered carving by accident,” he
said. “I started carving a walking stick just for fun

New York City,” he said. “But all the unfamil-

iar people in big cities just rushing by kind of
“The surroundings I’m in can definitely help
or hurt my creativity,” Sweetman said. “Sometimes, under the right circumstances, with

people shuffling by and with chips of wood
flying off my chisel, it’s like a kind of music.”
Sweetman has sculpted a wide range of
pieces. One of his most memorable was an
eagle he gave to Melissa Etheridge at a Saratoga
Springs, N. Y. concert.

ae

“] was staying there for a while and she was

es

JUDE TEMPLE/ LUMBERJACK STAFF

in town so I went to her PR department and

Wood sculptor Darci Sweetman created this life-size head of the late

See Sculptor, page 13

Jerry Garcia and this chainsaw in Arcata. He has been seen showing his
statues under the HSU foot bridge.

JACOBY'S
ARCATA

Here

ol

ton and throughout upstate New York.

hammering and chiseling on and around the

“T carve like a maniac all the time,” the Cana-

i
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‘Book and release’ helps little in fighting crime
By Kim White
LUMBERJACK STAFF

The crime rate is up but the penalties are down in Eureka, and some

of the Old Town merchants are

threatening to leave if something
isn’t done.
Many merchants say the people
who urinate on sidewalks, aggres-

sively panhandle and bathe in the
public fountains are causing their
businesses to lose patronage.
The Humboldt County Crime
Commission Working with Law
Enforcement held its third town
meeting Thursday to discuss the
book and release program. Under

this program, people are booked
into the County jail and released
under their own recognizance.
However, City Councilwoman
Jean Warnes said, a person will be
repeatedly booked and released
and won’t show up in court.
“We will have someone who has
been picked up and given a citation 72 times ... and they won’t
show up (to court) 72 times ... An
hour later, after they get that ticket,
they are going to go out and do that
same thing again,” she said.
A memorandum sent by the Old
Town merchants to City Mayor
John Arnold and city council members stated the “cite and release

policy has made the City of Eureka
the laughing stock of the criminals
and the entire community.”
“We're all frustrated with this
book and release program ... but
that’s what we have to do in order
to hold violent felons,” Superior
Court Judge Michael Brown said.
The city implemented the program to combat overcrowding in
jails. Once the new jail opens, the
cite and release program is expected to end.
The store owners contend part
of the problem is many of the organizations that cater to the homeless, such as St. Vincent DePaul
and the Rescue Mission, are lo-

cated around the perimeter of Old
Town, Yager said.
“These are good services, and
we certainly need them, but (they
draw) these people into Old Town
... they congregate in Old Town
and harass the tourists, harass the
businesses, cause vandalism and
thefts,” he said.

Another complaint from Old

Town

store owners

revolves

around

the problem

of public

drunkenness and drugs, which often leads to crimes or public indecency. Warnes said Humboldt

County has the highest number of

hol-related disabilities “but there’s

no place for them to go ... we get
back to that every single time.”
The Crime Commission is requesting a detox and rehabilitation center because people who

are brought to the jail for public

drunkenness are held between four
and six hours and then released.
“There’s something wrong with
a society that says ‘You're a class of

people that has special needs so

we'll just give you money and we'll
give you food stamps...’ but

nobody’s trying to correct wh

they’re

people on Social Security in the
state per capita for drug and alco-

there,”

Chief of Police

see Crime, page 14

Senior housing complex may become reality for Arcata

When the building is complete,
the Humboldt Bay Housing Development Corporation — which
specializes in affordable housing
— will manage the building and
pay back the federal loan and the
loan from the redevelopment
agency.

come. They need someplace they
can live that won’t take all their

retirement and social security
check.”

The apartments will be for seniors with low orvery lowincomes,
Mushrush said.

A low income for one person is
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Senior

come is $11,950 a year, according
to the Housing and Urban Development guidelines.
The rent for a one-bedroom

“Even with assistive devices, they

apartment will cost from $321

to

$397. The apartments will be des-

ignated for low income or very low
income seniors, with a majority of
the apartments being one bedroom, Curtis said.
However, affordable housing is

just the beginning for seniors to
stay independent.

“We need units to be handiaccessible,”

Rozanne

Miller, executive director of the

Resource

Center said.

need social support systems to hel p
seniors stay in their home for as

long as possible.”
Social support

includes help

with meals, cleaningand shopping.
“Affordable housings necessary

but not sufficient,” she said. “Ser-

vices that help seniors stay in their
homes are more humane and cost

effective.

“People

(shouldn’t)

have to

transfer prematurely or inappropmiately to nursing facilities without services or technologically ap-

propriate housing.”
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into an account to add more affordable units in Humboldt
County for seniors.
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said. “Seniors are on a fixed in-
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Affordable housing for low income and very low income seniors
may be available within two years,
providing the City of Arcata receives a $1 million federal
H.O.M.E. grant.
Ken Curtis, community development director of Arcata, said the
total cost of the 30-unit apartment
complex will be about $2 million.
To finance the complete cost
the city will match the grant with
$300,000 and the city’s redevelopment agency will extend a

bank loans, he said.
“The location is really a good
one,” he said. “It’s designed witha

Soceaciniaee eee

loan. The rest will be financed by

CALENDAR EDITOR

Paula Mushrush, administrative
assistant for the HBHDC, said the

season after season,
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Affirmative action talks continue
By Mark Winner
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Nathan Smith, ethnic studies
associate professor, echoed the
words of all four speakers at Sundays’ NAACP special meeting on

affirmative action when he advised

members to “take with a grain of

salt anything you read in the me-

dia.”

Smith began the meeting by giving a brief history of affirmative
action. He said it began with an
executive order issued by President Roosevelt in 1941.
“In World War II we had a sign

— V for victory,” Smith said. “But
blacks had a double V. We were
fighting for the elimination of big-

otry and discrimination both at
home and abroad.
“We won the war overseas, but

we haven’t done too well over
here,” he said.
Smith told a story of a discus-

sion he had with a member of the
CSU Board of Regents. Smith had
told the board member about the
NAACP, emphasizing it is a

multicultural organization and not
just for blacks.
To emphasize this, Smith said
he told him the NAACP was

founded by both black and white
intellectuals.
“He

said to me,

‘You

Jews,” Smith said. “And he was
one of the liberal ones. He voted to
keep affirmative action.”
Brenda Aden, affirmative action
officer, discussed affirmative ac-

tion programs at HSU, which began in 1988 when the federal government found discrimination in
hiring at HSU.

HSU settled with the government in a conciliators agreement.
Now for every position to be
filled the top-qualified minority
candidate will at least be interviewed. The same is true for

Considering the paper is due tomorrow,
aren't you glad we're open till midnight?

4c
Late Night Copies
Self-serve copiers. 7pm to Midnight,
Sunday through Thursday.

10% Student Discount with Student LD.
Not valid with other offers, postage & shipping services.

Open 7 Days
16th & G St. ARCATA 822-8712

mean
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Sculptor
¢ Continued from page 11

women, she said.

She said she is encouraged by
what she sees at HSU.
“It’s really nice,” she said. “I am
starting to get calls saying, ‘I would

like to have more diversity in my
department. What can I do?”
Steve Stamnes, sociology lecturer was not so encouraged.
He said HSU does not have a
full-time black female professorand
emphasized the homogeneity of the
student body.
Hesaid the student body at HSU
is 4 percent Latino and 1.8 percent
black while the state is 10 percent
Latino and 12 percent black.
“HSU isastate school,” Stamnes

said. “Its students should reflect
the state, not Humboldt County.”
Stamnes criticized the mediaand
opponents ofaffirmative action but
also criticized the tone of some who
support it.
“White male bashing and guilt
are totally worthless,” he said.

asked them to give it to Melissa,”

he said. “She sent me a ticket for
the show and said she liked it a
lot. Hopefully she'll show it off
to a few people for me.”
A six-foot tall tobacco store
Indian created by Sweetman sits
in front of the Saratoga Cigar &
Pipe Store in Saratoga Springs.
Sweetman does custom requests but prefers creating original art of the abstract nature.
“Custom stuff is a challenge
because the finished piece has to
look like the person wants,” he
said. “However, I mainly get inspired by things that interest me
personally. Ifit doesn’t I tend to
get bored.
“My original workisa release,”
he said. “It comes from the heart

with no guarantee I'll ever get rid
of it. And if I don’t it doesn’t
matter. I’d rather do what I want
than be like a factory worker
pumping out repetitious stuff.”

Sweetman likes to use wood
found near the places he carves.
He said he hasno problems finding quality wood to shape and
people often deliver it to him
while he works.
He uses hammers, Europeanmade

chisels, axes, hatchets,

saws and utility knives and stains
the wood with nontoxic coatings.
Sweetman has no set prices
for his artwork and explains it
depends on the hours spent and
the difficulty involved. He adjJusts his prices to the needs of
the person wanting a particular
piece,
Notcertain where his trail will
take him next, Sweetman prefers to “go with the flow.”
“It’s a toss-up where I go from
here,”

Sweetman
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Protest: logging may start Friday
¢ Continued from page 10
was issued and intends to argue
against a permanent injunction.
“We believe salvage operations
are necessary for the health of the
forest,” Bullwinkel said Monday.
“Salvage operations are routine;
almost every forest land owner in

California conducts salvage operations every year.”
Bullwinkel said P-L will harvest
“fallen material only” and no standing timber will be cut.
The restraining order came at
the end of the rally where more
than 2,000 people showed up to
voice concerns over the 3,000-acre
P-L - owned Headwaters Grove.
Protester Cynthia Strecker, who
carried a sign stating “I teach your
children and I’m going to tell them

about this,” said she came to the

protest to educate her son on environmental matters.
“] think
a lot of the kids are interested in environmental matters and
they do get information about it,”
Strecker, a Sonoma County resident, said. “But generally speaking, the school systems tend to treat
dissent as history.”
Environmentalists were not the
only protesters at the rally. Across
the road — separate from the environmentalists — about 150 logging industry supporters told their
side.
“(P-L) should have the right to
farm their own land as long as they
stay within the confines ofthe Timber Harvest Act,” James Robinson,

a sawman for P-L, said. “If (the

Beach clean up slated for Saturday

environmentalists) want to save it,
let them buy it.”
A speaker at the rally, Dave
Chisam — former employee of the
Simpson Lumber Company — said
he understood the concerns of the
timber supporters across the road.
“Many of these people have very

real fears and you need to be respectful of that when dealing with
them,” he said. “(However), it cannot just be about economy and
jobs.”
After the rally marchers walked
from the mill to the property entrance on Fisher Road where 261
protesters were arrested willingly
and peacefully for trespassing on
P-L property.
Those arrested were cited and
released later that day.

This year’s California Coastal
Clean Up occurs Saturday.
So far, more than 800 people
volunteered this year.
“We have a list of locations,”
Tim McKay, director of the
Northcoast Environmental Center
said. “People should call... we can
direct people to beaches in need.”
The NEC will provide free trash
bags. Volunteers can pick them up
at the center between now and
Saturday.
The NEC is still seeking volunteers. Volunteers should call the
center for beach assignments at

822-6918.
Sid Dominitz, of the NEC, said

the event helps raise awareness of
shoreline pollution.
“Last year, volunteers picked up
four tons of trash and a ton of it was

recyclable,” he said. “It’s a win-

win situation. How can you be
against cleaning up a beach? Of
course, people shouldn’t need a
special day to go out and clean up
the beach.”
e

Crime

ee
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¢Continued from page 12
Arnold Millsap said.
The city has increased the
number of police in the area
and provided two extra security officers to patrol Old

Town for the rest of the year.
Yager said the city council will
re-evaluate the situation in De-

cember

to decide

if any

changes have occurred in the
crime rate, and make changes
accordingly.
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Under the bridge
Professor gets to base of problems
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PHOTOS COURTESY
OF AL BURROWS

P
~~

Professor Al Burrows (left) surfaces after a dive in Wisconsin’s
Rock River. Burrows and his group have inspected all the
bridges in Winnipeg three times during the last 17 years.
Above, the Rock River bridge.

Typical problems under the bridge
Frequently, the underwater portion of a bridge or dam is subject to a more
severe environment than exists above water.
Substructure units may appear in good condition above water, but can have
considerable damage below water.
Damage can amount to severe structural deterioration due to poor concrete or
mortar or often, stream bed scour beneath the pier footings can cause damage.
Stone and mortar pier
Concrete pier with spread footings

Deteriorated concrete

a

Crack .25 to
5 inch wide
Cobble and

boulders up to 18
inches in size

Pier shaft | -

By Christina Rice

in the winter.

LUMBERJACK STAFF

Every summer Al Burrows braves water

moccasins, alligators and swift river currents to keep bridges safe.
Before coming to HSU 24 years ago, he
spent 15 years as an engineer for the department of highways in the province of
Manitoba, Canada.

Initially it was his job to inspect bridges

above the water line and hire divers to inspect bridges underwater, but he found the
divers didn’t know anything about engineering.
“We didn’t even speak the same lan-

guage,” Burrows said. “They didn’t know
what they were looking for.”

Burrows decided to take scuba lessons
and do the diving himself. He has inspected
bridges underwater since 1960.
Burrows has inspected the bridges over
most major rivers in the United States and

Canada.

Newer bridges are inspected once every
seven years, and older ones every five years.
“There’s no set rule,” Burrows said.

One bridge in the city of Winnipeg,

Canada is in such bad shape Burrows inspects it every two years.
Chicago,

Northwestern,

and

Norfolk

Southern are the railroads Burrows works
for during the summer.
Burrows looks for scour (holes in the
bridge piers), large cracks and deterioration
of concrete caused by river currents and ice

boat Burrows uses.

SOURCE: “Underwater Inspection,” by F.G. Alden Burrows

Burrows has an assistant

¢ taking inspection notes

* completing engineering drawings of pier
damage
* keeping expense records
“We watch for boats and other hazards

in the boat take notes on
what he finds after fiveto-10 minute intervals of
diving.

Burrows’ daughters
Deanna Mather and
Sabrina Hancock, both
certified divers, have fulfilled that role for several
years.
Sabrina Hancock is an

_ummmmmms

"| did a bridge once in
Wisconsin and it was in such
bad shape that |
recommended by phone call
to the bridge engineer that
it be closed right away.”

AL BURROWS
environmental engineering professor

environmental engineering major at HSU but is
taking a semester offto be
with her new baby. Deanna Mather graduated from HSU in 1994 with a bachelor’s
degree in environmental resource engineering.
Mather said some of the responsibilities

of being an assistant include:
* setting up diving equipment

GREG MAGNUS/EDITOR IN CHIEF
vice when he recommends types of repairs.

* operating the boat

his inspections,

Piles not

| bearing

Pier footing

“Most of the time it is pitch black because
most rivers are rather murky,” Burrows said.
“So I have to do (inspections) by touch.”
This is nota pleasant idea, considering he
swims with water moccasins. Unlike most
snakes who will go away if given the chance,
water moccasins actually attack and have
been known to crawl into boats.
“Thank goodness” they haven’t tried to
slither into the 18-foot out-board motorOn

_|

like snakes
— |1C can’t

that
see

while he’s down

there (diving),”
Hancock said.
“In the south,
we've hita snake

with a paddle to
scare it away.”
After each in-

spection,

Bur-

rows writes a report

recom-

mending types
of
repairs

“He’s highly respected and really knowledgeable,” Hancock said.
During his nine months of teaching, Bur-

rows tries to keep in good shape by walking
and swimming three times a week with his
daughters.
“The last few years I haven’t been doing
as much diving,” Burrows said. “I’ve gone
out for as long as four months of steady
diving.”
This summer Burrows went out for a
month and inspected five bridges in the city
of Winnipeg.
“I like the (bridges) in Winnipeg. I’ve
done them for many years,” Burrows said.
Mather thinks her father’s summer
job is
“wonderful.”
“It keeps him young,” Mather said.
Burrows has found some interesting things

mits it to the bridge owner.
“I did a bridge once in Wisconsin and it
was in such bad shape that I recommended
by phone call to the bridge engineer that it

on his dives. He found a cache of 20 “rusted
out” old revolvers in the Mississippi River.
He also retrieved a motorbike on one occasion.
“There are not very many (divers with his
expertise)
but there are getting
to be more all

be closed right away,” Burrows said. “So

the time,” Burrows said.

they closed it.”
Burrows finds most people take his ad-

“Maybe his grandson will follow in his
footstepsy
$a
TOP AAV ENT
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Alternative gardening class grows on students,
community alike with innovative techniques

burn ... which is not necessarily ecologically
unsound if the forest has a chance to recuperate
before the people make the round. Unfortunately there’s probably very few places left where
the population level makes this viable.”
Many students have enrolled in the past to
learn how to grow more vegetables in less space,
but Susan Toms, an HSU lecturer and organic
farm owner said there’s a growing interest in
serious agricultural education at HSU.
“We have dreams of creating a whole new
agroecology program. Right now the class is
under the International Development Tech-

Council with the idea,

site for a shareholder
farm and educational
creation and the $1 annual lease have been paid

for by HSU grant money. Current operation of

the farm, including Rahn’s salary, is paid for by
shareholder money.
circumstances,

like a wet,

muddy spring and the recent cow invasion that
wiped out a good deal of leafy greens, brought
yields below Rahns’ projections and have made
his job trying both physically and administratively.
Despite this, as long as shareholders stay on,
the operation is self-sustained. Rahn says he
has been approached by local restaurants wanting multiple shares — which would require
expansion of the operation.

Rahn, already challenged by complex planoenetihineen

5D/o

so a place like this is perfect for us.”
Howard Feldman, a cardiologist and parent
of two, said “the value (ofthe produce) justisn’t
the issue. Supporting a place like this is key for
me. Just knowing that it’s here and not going to
turn into another urban plot of Daly City.
“We moved here from Santa Rosa two years
ago,” Feldman said.
“Coming from a place like that you really
realize that this community has an almost spiritual aspect to it— which is fora lot of people up
here an unappreciated aspect — so it’s important to invest in things like this, for myself and
for its future growth and success.”
Feldman’s wife, Marjorie, said the yield varies week-to-week but “on a day like today you
could pick more than your share’s worth in
strawberries alone.”

That’s how much of
The Lumberjack is

composed of recycled
paper and postconsumer waste. Our

inks are also biodegradable so you can
recycle us easily.

So please, even if you
don’t agree with us —
don’t trash us.

eo

_
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David Siliverbrand
Tour leader
4163 Ceder St. Eureka 95503

to tend our own garden,

The HSU classes use of the farm, its initial

Unforseeable

No obligation!

Just don’t have the time

facility for HSU and public schools in the area.

a
inane

well over full time...we

MARJORIE

it was approved as a

=

settee

farm shareholder

worth in strawberries alone.”
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Graduate Record Examination
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LOC:
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FEE:

$40.00 noncredit
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SSS
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OPEN ‘TIL 2 A.M
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&

INSTRUCTOR: Martin Flashman, Prof. Mathematics, HSU

3

&

Thurs e Fri e Sat
quarter pie slice...$2.50 + tx.
whole pie w/1 topping...$9.00 + tx.

For more information or fo register
call 707 826-3731

(extra toppings....80¢ each)

fresh pesto or tomato sauces available

Extended
a

pizza by the slice
2 blocks off the plaza

mathematics sections of the GRE.
Thursday, September 28

sandwiches and

next to the Arcata Theatre

A 3-hour intensive workshop to help students prepare for the
DATE:
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0

Sun. 12-5

SS

H
HALF THE STORE
;
i5 ON SALE!
335 € STREET
44 OLD
TOWN EUREKA

SSS
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said.
Rahn cited his Hmong neighbors as an example.
“They come from a tradition of slash and

FELDMAN

end up giving a lotto our
daughter.
“We hardly ever buy
veggies elsewhere — and
it’s a big part of our diet.
With ourjobs, which are

eee

agricultural revolution “unsustainable,” Rahn

“On a day like today you could
pick more than your share’s

443-0184

es

ern farming techniques are making practices
developed both in prehistory and in the recent

were a deal. It’s more
than we can use, so we

Oe

worked soil and the ecological hazards of mod-

Arcata’s community-supported agriculture farm is one
model of new farming. Founded in 1992
when
Toms
approached the City

SS

ing re-evaluated, as population pressures, over-

NR 201
SEPT 21 4:00 P.M.

comparison and found (the farm vegetables)

SSS

those with experience in agriculture.
Farming practices around the world are be-

ee

from the first harvest, said, “We did some price

said,

HSU soils major Andy Rahn said one reason
the course was revamped was the high percentage of Peace Corps recruits from HSU who lack
agricultural training.
The Corps highest recruiting priority is for

[Z

ciate those of others around the world,” she

SSS

sity and common ground course.

information meeting!!

SSS

department realized it could qualify as a diver-

Bring a friend to our

SS

the curriculum this year until the engineering

SS

Engineering 480 was nearly dropped from

ning and physical labor, said this might require
more full-time help.
Shareholders had a variety ofresponses when
asked whether they thought it was a good value.
Arcata Mayor Victor Schuab, a shareholder

SSS
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nologies option of the environmental engineering masters program.
“You'll become a better gardener for sure.
You’ll understands soil, you’ll know more about
our food system and hopefully come to appre-
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Library hours expanded thanks to on-line databases
@ More than 2,000

periodicals and legal
documents are now on line.
By Andrew Jones
LUMBERJACK STAFF

re

Library access is possible 24-hours a day.
Periodical databases normally used from
terminals on the library’s first floor have
been accessible via campus computer labs
and by modem since last semester.
“Currently there are 19 electronic databases that we’re providing remote access
to,” said Bob Sathrum, natural resources

librarian and electronic references coordinator. “Back in the strictly print days we
always had a fairly strong emphasis on print
indexes. That continues on with our elec-

tronic indexes.”
Lexis-Nexis, a database containing more
than 2,300 newspaper, magazine and legal
documents went online Friday. Lexis-Nexis
is the library’s only database carring the full
text of articles.
“It certainly gets heavy usage and I can see
a big remote access demand,” Sathrum
said.

ing remotely now compete for database access.
The number of simultaneous users allowed fora database is set by agreement with
a database provider.
Sathrum said a decision was made to split
access among remote and in-library users,
assuring in-library users wouldn’t be locked
out.

For example, with a user limit of four,
three users may be allowed in the library
while only one is allowed in by remote. The
ratio of permitted users varies for each database.
“CD-ROM databases have user limits
varying from four to eight simultaneous users,” Sathrum said.
Social Sciences Librarian Corryn
Mullenburg said so far she’s only seena user
locked out one time.
When a user is locked out a message similar to “maximum user limit exceeded, try
again,” may be displayed, Mullenburg said.
Internet-accessible databases have greater
availability because they tap into the California State University system, which has
higher user limits. The limit for Lexis-Nexis,
which uses the Internet, is “about 35 ports,”

Sathrum said.
“We debated as we talked about making

Lexis-Nexis accessible ... and we decided

Limited users
Students in the library and those connect-

to go for unlimited access,” Sathrum said.

The Modern Language Association bibli-

may be the next improvement in library

ography, Wildlife Fisheries Abstract, and

services.

Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied
Health Literature databases will be placed
on line in the coming weeks, Sathrum said.

Except for Lexis-Nexis, existing library
databases are limited to telling a user that a

A database site license ranges from $1,200

to $4,000, he said.
At least seven databases won’t be placed
online because they are paid for ona per-use

document exists, Sathrum said.

“So really the next step is to have document delivery built in, so once you identify
something, you can actually pull the image
or the text of that material,” he said.

“When we have a (database) with a blanket cost, then we offer it to everyone,”

“We'll be toying around with at least one
service this year,” Sathrum said.
The service, called Uncover, provides

Mullenburg said.

indexing of the table of contents of 16,000

basis, he said.

different journals.
Connecting

When a document is desired, it could be

The library’s on line databases can be
accessed from student Axe and Redwood
accounts by typing “telnet alexvon” at the
system prompt and “library” at the next

prompt.
The library’s Web page, which is still
under construction, can be previewed at
http://library.humboldt.edu.
Information about using a modem to access library services is available on a flier
titled, “Electronic access to library/media
services,” found in the pamphlet stand by
the Information Desk on the library’s first
floor.
Looking ahead

Document delivery and printing services

ordered and “the library will set aside some
money to provide delivery service, maybe
out of interlibrary loan money,” he said.
Currently, students using Uncover must

pay for delivery with a Mastercard number
given directly to the service and then receive
the document by fax.
Students often receive the faxes at the
Bookstore for $1 a page.
Printing services will have to be addressed
soon too, Sathrum said.

“I don’t think we'll provide printers for
these image or full-text databases on a free
basis,” he said.

Lexis-Nexis users currently save documents to disk and print them in campus labs
or at home.

CHEAP
We're talking dirt.
PowerBook’ 520
4MB RAM/240MB hard drive.

The awesome computer with all the bells and whistles.

Like, duh.

Color StyleWriter 2400
w/CardShop Plus’
Ink cartridge and cable included.

3
Being a student is hard. So we've made buying a Macintosh’ easy. So easy,
in fact, that prices on Macintosh personal computers are now even lower than

their already low student prices. And with the Apple” Computer Loan and 90-Day
Monday - Thursday 7:45am - 6:00pm
ji Friday 7:45am - 5:00pm
Closed Saturday & Sunday
m Phone: 826 - 5848
ee

ee

Deferred Payment Plan ) you can take home a Mac* without having to make
a single

payment for up to 90 days.'Which means you can also take home
the
power to make any student’ life easier. The power to be your
best’

Prices are for HSU students,

Apple

Staff, and F aculty only. Proof of enrollment or employment is required. Items may be subject to
t. The computer industry is fast paced and changes occur
daily. As a result, the HSU Bookstore

cannot be held responsible for any

change in price, or updates to product lines, after the merchan
dise has been purchased. All
items are not necessarily carried as regular stock and may requir
e special ordering. Therefore, all sales are final; no refunds.

Prices are subject to change at any time.

eae would you? Neither
can we. Offers expire October13, 1995. No payment of
or interest will be required for 90 days. Interest accruing during this 90-day
; ‘The monthly payment quoted above is an estimate based on a total loan amount of $1,552.13,principal
period will be added lo the principal and will bear interest which
which includes
j
will
fee. Inte
is variable
based on Seaaeaanins ceeametetacne For example, the mont
of August
as Price of $1459 for the PowerBook 520 system
rest
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in the
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process, but does not guarantee final loan
the Apple logo, Macintosh
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variable interest rate.
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Humbling experience
Ben Harper slides his way to top of music business
By Carrie Bell ©
SCENE EDITOR

MER en ea

se

, Ifthe meek shall inherit the music industry as well as the Earth,
singer, songwriter and slide guitarist Ben Harper will be first in
line.
Harper — despite the release of
his second album on Virgin
Records and a constant international touring schedule — remains
extremely humble about his talents.

“The

powe

press my inspirations, my truths,
my positive vibration,” the 25-yearold said. “I know how much I have
gotten from music and how it has
affected what I see, what I believe

and how I live. I want to tell others

those things with my songs.”
For this outlet Harper paid his
dues. He was raised in the Inland
Empire region of California and
became interested in music at an
early age. The acoustic guitar and
a Weissenborn, a hollow-neck lap
slide guitar invented in the

and spiritual life

mid-1930s,

force of music is

came his instruments of choice.
Harper started
writing songs
and lyrics and
playing
any-

one you don’t} —
choose — it just | ©
happens,” Harper |

said ina phone in- |
terview

from

his |

San Francisco hotel room. “My choice to get in-

volved with music wasn’t even conscious. It was a blessing.
“The fact that I can make music
and feed myself on it surprises me.

I love my job. I am just glad I can
get by and live comfortably by doing something I like.”
In fact, the music business has

done much more than just put food
on Harper’s table. It has allowed
him to travel to Europe and Japan,
meet new people and hear “their

philosophies” and play with other
big-name acts such as Luscious

where he could.
“T have always been inside of the
music, of the song, in my head. I

haven’t been anywhere else in
years,” he said. “I just had to figure
out how to get it to the people.”
To do this, Harper moved to

“media central” Los Angeles where
people and industry executives

began to take note.
“I don’t feel bad about accepting a contract from a big company.

I didn’t sell myself or my songs in
any way,” he said when discussing
the controversy between indepen-

communication. It is the denomi-

nator of humanity that I use to ex-

in 1993, Harper released his self-

head, Neneh Cherry, Ray Charles
and Guru (of Gangstarr).
But Harper feels the most important thing music has done is allow
him to communicate with people.
“Music is communication — my

§

be-

dents and major labels.
“There are a lot of indie snobs.
They (independent companies)
can ask you to sell out just as fast as
major labels. I just think, ‘If you
don’t want your music heard, stay
homeand play.’ Musicdoesn’tcare
about labels so why should we?”
After gaining Virgin’s attention

Jackson, John Lee Hooker, Spear-

.¥<
eae P

Ben Harper
“Fight For Your Mind”

et

PHOTO COURTESY OF VIRGIN RECORDS

Slide guitarist Ben Harper prays to a “higher power” before every show and feels this and hard
work are why he is getting somewhere in the industry. He is currently on tour with PJ Harvey.
produced debut “Welcome To
The Cruel World” in 1994 and
quickly gained the admiration of
critics. To promote the album,
Harper toured Europe and the
United States.
“To get where I am and beyond
it takes work, work and more work.
I have become a roadie, a sound

Virgin

man and a tour manager as well as
being a musician,” he said. “It is all
about loading up seven people ina
six-seat van and giving it everything you have in your heart.”
Harper and his band, the Innocent Criminals (which includes
Juan Nelson on bass, Oliver
Charles on drums and Leon
Mobley on percussion) also sees

Slip in the latest Ben Harper
CD and prepare to be amazed.
Itisn’t often something new and
original comes out of the music
industry — especially in these
days of copycat bands.
Although Harper’s music will appeal to fans who admire Sly
Stone, idolize Bob Marley or groove to Phish or Grateful Dead, his
music avoids easy categorization.
He has a soft yet throaty voice. The lyrics, as in most blues, are
simplistic and emphasize a repeated chorus as in the sensuous
BS

the importance of “recognizing the
power above you.”
During a short break from touring, Harper (with the help of coproducerJP Plunier) released his
second album, “Fight For Your
Mind” last summer. This album

“Please Me Like You Want To” and the dark and melancholy

“Another Lonely Day.”
Not all of Harper’s stuff is slow. The first single, “Ground on
Down,” proves Harper can rock hard with his spirited guitar solos
and folk-inspired vocals.
Harpertries his hand at scoring with “Power of the Gospel.” The
song features his near falsetto accompanied by a string quartet.
The rest of the band (Innocent Criminals) does an excellent job

showcases Harper’s original blend

_— Carrie Bell
——

—

musician.”
BEN HARPER
musician

doesn’t fall under one specific

Harvey. The dynamic duo will

one,” he said. “It is soul music,

hit Seattle on Tuesday and play

rhythm of life music. We
shouldn’t always try to put what
music is to words because music
isn’t words.”
Although he claims his music is

San Francisco’s Warfield The-

atre Sept. 28 and 29.
“I really enjoy touring and it
goes hand in hand with record-

ing,” he said. “You almost can’t

“undeniably Ben’s music,” he cites

do one well without the other. |

Bob Marley, Jimi Hendrix, Sly
Stone and Blind Willie Johnson as
sources for inspiration.
“These people influence my
music but I can’t be in the same
school of thought. No mere man
can get there. They were too good.
We canall strive toward their great-

appreciate every chance I get to be
behind my guitar.”
Although this tour won’t bring
Harper through
Humboldt

ness though,” he said.

County, the musician looks for-

ward to the day he will “look upon
the redwoods.”

“I want to play there soon and

and blues that transcends labels
and demographics.
“Everyone tries to put my

Harper is taking these influences and his new repertoire on

spend some time skateboarding,”
Harper said. “It sounds likea beautiful place filled with my kind of

tour for the next couple

people. And I bet there is some

music

months with punk goddess PJ

of soul, funk, reggae and rhythm

at providing the supple rhythms, ranging from homegrown funk to
upbeat reggae.

“To get where | am and beyond it takes work, work
and more work. | have become a roadie, a sound
man and a tour manager as well as being a

into

categories,

but

it

of

good herb there too.”
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New director finds home at Eureka Theatre
By Jennifer Moline
PRODUCTION

MANAGER

When the lights went up at the
North Coast Repertory Theatre’s
opening night of its latest production, “The

Rainmaker,” Carlene

Cogliati knew she was home for
good.
Cogliati,

who

designed

and

built her first set at NCRT 12
years ago, returned to replace
Aaron Shore as artistic/technical director.
The job of the artistic director is
hiring of directors and designers,
keeping an eye on publicity and
guiding the production of plays.
This full-time position, along with

the full-time position of technical
director, keeps Cogliati’s hands
full.
“The jobs overlap a bit,” she
said.
With the arrival of Cogliati
comes new ideas to be tried out
with NCRT. One is the infusion of
never-before-presented plays.
“IT want to add one new script
each year,” Cogliati said. NCRT

will keep to its family-oriented
themes.
“They will be family shows, not
strange new avant-garde shows,”
she said.
The first original play to be
shown this season will be “Conversations of my Mothers,” written by Micki Goldthorpe-Panttaja.

James

The author is a graduate student at
HSU and her play was a regional
winner in the American College
Theatre Festival.
Another of Cogliati’s goals will
debut next summer.
Children’s Creative Dramatics
Workshop will be a six-week
workshop devoted to “opening
up theater to a new audience,”
Cogliati said. “I want to give kids

¢ It would have been odd for

Spike Lee to escape the line of
fire with

see shows — a stop between San
Francisco

and

Ashland,”

she

said.
Cogliati knows about traveling
all over for theater. After graduating from Emporia State University
in Kansas with separate degrees in
directing and design, she moved to
Fort Worth, Texas and worked as

assistant technical director in Baton Rouge, La.
Eventually Cogliati came to
HSU where she received her

EFFIELD/ CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER

New

artistic/technical

director Carlene

Cogliati and

The “Clockers” artist, Art

actors

Sims, holds steadfastly to the
maxim imitation is the sincerest flattery.
¢ Tejano singer Selena will
be the subject of Hollywood’s
next biopic. Her father, An-

prepare for the opening night of NCRT’s “The Rainmaker.”

master’s and landed a job as resident designer at HSU.

of maintaining

But then the traveling bug hit
again after two years and Cogliati

looking to find a technical director to take over one of her fulltime jobs.

moved on to the Bay Area where

she worked as a designer and technical director at Theatre Concord
at the Willows. She then worked at
theaters in Oregon and Washington before she decided to return to
Humboldt County.
“T was in the right place at the
right time,” Cogliati said, referring
to her getting word NCRT artistic/technical director Aaron Shores
planned to resign to pursue other
interests.
Now faced with the challenge

all aspects

of

NCRT productions, Cogliati is

thony Quintanilla, announced

“We’re also striving for broadening our volunteer base,” she said.

Esparza/Katz Productions will

film a $15 to $20 million production under the close super-

Volunteers do not need to have
any experience.
Cogliati is preparing for NCRT’s
October presentation of “The

‘vision of Qi uintanilla, who

tasty little thriller.”
But
through
Sept.
30,
theatergoers can be appeased with
“The Rainmaker,” which shows

Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays

— Carrie Bell

at 8 p.m.
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Saturday, November

MASAO

is

the executive producer.
(“Mi
Nava
Gregory
Familia”) will direct. Edward
James Olmos is interested in
playing Quintanillaand Salma
Hayek (“Desperado”) has
been asked about the lead.

Fox,” which she described as “a

The Family Dental Practice

movie,

“Clockers.” But this time there
is a plot twist — the controversy isn’t about the movie.
The film’s poster bears a
striking resemblance to the art
Otto
to promote
used
Preminger’s 1959 “Anatomy
of a Murder” and artist Saul
Bass isn’t pleased with the imitation.

a taste for something besides
video games.”
Children in first through sixth
grades will be given an outline ofa
script based ona Native American
fairy tale and will then be able to
write dialogue and create characters.
In addition to giving children
the opportunity to enjoy theater,
Cogliati hopes to open NCRT’s
doors to more travelers.
“T hope to turn the whole area
into a place where tourists can

his latest

11 / Van Duzer Theatre, 8pm
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Sunny Brae’s Eldin Green releases new CD
said. “Here’s some advice to the
music majors reading this: it

By Matt Krupnick
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Location is everything to Sunny
Brae musician Eldin Green.
Green, 40, is hoping Humboldt

County will give him
the inspiration to write
winning music with

his new group, the
Monkey Jam Big

doesn’t matter what you know, it

matters what you play.”
Green was not discouraged,
however, and began his career in

Monkey Jam
“Top Secret”

Green said he enjoyed his time
in early bands, but he felt a lack of
originality.

by the music of Genesis, Weather
Report, Steely Dan and the Eagles.

“We did a lot of Rolling Stones
and Beatles,” he said. “Typical

Not all of Green’s outside influences come from musicians. His

stuff people like to hear.”
Since arriving
in

wife, Pam, came up with the name
“Monkey Jam” when he was trying

Humboldt

Band.
“I think Arcata’s a

If you are one of those radio-channel flippers, then you'll
love Monkey Jam.

great placeand I’mnot

Singer Eldin Green displays amazing versatility, both vo-

going anywhere,”
Green said.
Music fans can see
for
themselves
whether the North
Coast air had a positive effect on Green’s
new album, “Top Secret.” The album is
available
at The
Works or by mail.
Green’s

music

background stretches

cally and instrumentally, as he changes styles and instruments

as often as he changes his underwear.
The
“You
vocals
The

album begins with the melodious rock jazz sound of
Can Understand,” which combines Tom Petty-like
with sax, keyboard and guitar.
next track, “Ornitholo gy Today,” uses a driving pre-

historic beat to offset the odd title. The pace slows down a bit
for the most of the first half of the album.
“Lavender Shoes” is an excellent acoustic tune with an
almost Celtic feel to the guitar.
The second half starts with a bang and a twang as Green
switches to the Clapton-esque blues style of “Change Is Com-

ing.”
Among the many sounds that create the concoction of “Top
Secret” is a tribute to Frank Zappa, “Race Car Driver,” which

back to his childhood
in Southern California, when he learned

utilizes the vocals of Green’s son, Texas.

to play a myriad of instruments. He began

The rest of the album continues the diverse pattern, switching from the reggae beat of “When I Grow Up” to the superb

playing the clarinet in
third grade, the sax in
fifth grade and the
guitar in seventh
grade.
“Hereand there I’d

Dixieland style of “Sax Cat.”

County, Green
has been busy
establishing
himself

as

a

community
musical icon.
His first local album, “Monkey
Jam,” was re-

leased two years

He said he has also been affected

to name

his band.

occasions.

Texas’ voice can be

heard on “Top Secret” in the song
titled “Race Car
Aaron helped out
fects.
Green said he has
for the future. The

record
Records,

Top

“to become

Secret
a viable

P.O. Box 668

Bayside, CA 95524

joyed the transition from mu-

sic

player

VILLAGE RIDGE
CAMP CURTIS
WOODRIDGE
REDWOOD

to

music writer,
though heis not

always

happy

with the results.
“IT tend to
write my own
music, so it is
kind of a risk,”
hesaid. “I’mnot

Newer 1 Bedroom/ Bath Apts.
Natural Surroundings
Very Clean Units

Energy Efficient
Close to HSU
—

KRAMER
INVESTMENT

CORPORATION
444-2919
|By A 3
YOUR
INHIBITIONS
IMB stD
DOOR...

CD!

2) Casse tte!
week

two main goals
first is for his

record company.”
His second goal seems rather
simple by comparison.
“Hopefully someone I don’t
even know will enjoy my music,”
Green said.
Meanwhile, Green is working
on a number of projects. He is
trying to become known as anarea
producer and is already producing an album by local musician
Mike Craghead.
“P’'m always looking forward to
doing something
next,” Green said.
Editor’s Note: If you wish to
contact Green, write to:
Top Secret Studios

ago.
Green has en-

INCUZRCILASESROMESAIE:|
This

Driver” while
with sound ef-

company,

bang on the piano,” | Jam’s new album.
listening
to
he said.
— Matt Krupnick
other people’s
Green put his skills
music, but not
to good use on “Top
too carefully.
Secret,” playing every instrument
music by playing in several Los
“I don’t learn the words so I
on the album. As a music major at
Angeles-area bands. Native
don’t subconsciously rip off the
Cal State Fullerton, he had the
‘Tongue was one ofhis first bands,
other artists,” he said.
chance to hone his skills. After playa venture he stayed with for seven
Despite his wariness, Green ading the clarinet for 10 hours a day
years. The band played dance
mits he is influenced by many
at school, however, Green came to
halls and clubs in the ’80s.
bands.
a harsh realization.
“We got to play at the London
“It gets kind of boring when evBridge in Arizona,” Green said.
“| discovered there wasn’t much
erybody says that the Beatles inofa market for clarinet players,” he
“That was a really cool gig.”
spired them, but they did,” he said.

$(O-z7

two

young sons, Texas and Aaron, have
helped their father on numerous

“It’s Working,” which Green wrote 15 yearsago,combines_ | an innovator
criticism of the government with great music to createa song | but I try to look
for all ages.
for something
Anybody who loses patience with the monotonous styles of | fresh.”
today’s major bands should definitely take a look at Monkey
Green enjoys

hE

Green’s
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Rants & Raves
Jon Spencer Blues Explosion
“Experimental Remixes”
Matador

riffs. Itis extremely different musically than the second part of the
same song which was interpreted

by Killah Priest of the Wu-Tang
This stuff is the bomb.

Clan.

Jon Spencer has let the experts remix four of his classic
blends

Although this CD shouldn’t take
place of “Orange” (nor will it capture the intense rhythms or garage
rock blues of the originals), it is a
lot offunand would come in handy
as background party music.

of blues, funk, punk,

disco and soul into six tracks

aimed to please dance, rap and
punk fans alike.
With about 35 minutes of
music, this CD

is a welcome

— Carrie Bell

addition to any Blues Explosion fans. It has the same lov-

able low-fi quality blended with
unidentifiable sound effects as
the band’s last CD, “Orange.”
U.N.K.L.E. churns out the
old rascal mix of the funky ’70sinspired “Bellbottoms” — easily the best and longest song on

horns), with aggressive punk/pop
melodies and guitars.
Like a lot of ska, the lyrics are
fast and catchy and are likely to get
stuck in the recesses of your brain.

The difference with DHC is the
predominant use of female vocals.

Elyse Rogers and Karina Deniké
have the voices of slightly off-key
’80s pop goddesses.
The end prod-

uct sounds like a hybrid of Mary’s
Danish and The Toasters.
Although this CD can’t capture

all of the energy the band has at a
live show, it does a pretty good job
of getting your toes tapping.

cerpt

Stanford Prison Experiment
“The Gato Hunch”
World Domination

the CD.
Fd

*

ey

Ag

A

A

+

»

or

adorable dork, Beck, join forces
to “remix,

Dance Hall Crashers

reorganize, repeat,

“Lockjaw”

destroy and simonize” “Flavor

(510) MCA

part 1 and 2.” Both add their
distinctive voices to the track as

back-up

In the times full of angst-ridden

for the Elvis-esque

cool-kid

yelps of Spencer.
Moby threw together a
harder-than-usual version of

bands,

the Dance

Hall

Crashers just wanna have fun.
This Berkeley band developed
out ofa side project of Rancid and
Operation Ivy members and the
influence is obvious. The music
hasa ska feel (although there are no

“Greyhound.” But don’t despair ambient fans, there is still
some heavy breathing, galactic
noises and floating synthesizer

track on the album, marks the high
point of the album — musically,
that is. Plodding riffs and alienated
lyrics (my, what a concept!) add
up to grunge single of the minute.
However, after wading through 10
other tracks of dark, ranting songs,
listeners receive a pleasant surprise.
Track 12isa“bonus track” —as
if another tuneless wonder was
needed. However — get ready kids

— it’s not a boring, pointless tune
at all. It’s actually a 28-minute ex-

— Carrie Bell

Mike D. of the Beastie Boys
and the music industry’s most

“You're the Vulgarian,” the first

I have a theory: Stanford Prison
Experiment wants to observe the
behavior of individuals forced to
listen to pathetic, repetitive guitar
rock.
SPE’s sophomore effort is an
experiment gone wrong — terribly
wrong. “The Gato Hunch,” produced by Ted Niceley (Fugazi,
Jawbox), shamelessly mines Black
Sabbath riffs and Sex Pistols vocals. A little originality goes a long
way — perhaps SPE missed too
much class when it took Angry
Political Rock 101.

from

a speech

Noam

Chomsky gave May 9 at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Chomsky’s speech, “Class War:
The Attack on Working People,”
makes SPE look like tots at play in
the sandbox. Sure, SPE may be
angry with its Marshall stacks, but
Chomsky rocks harder than anything it could come up with.
— Mark Smith
Various
“Clueless” soundtrack

Capitol
Abh. The soundtrack. The perfect solution for listeners who en-

joy a little roughage in their diet.
This time Capitol Records and
Karyn Rachtman, also responsible
for the multi-platinum soundtracks

for “Pulp Fiction” and “Reality

Bites,” have really outdone

themselves this time. The handful of hip alternative bands

complement the satiric sentiment of the movie where image
is everything.

The CD includes some of the
summer’s hottest singles like
“Need You Around” by the
Smoking Popesand Jill Sobule’s
catchy “Supermodel.”
Other tracks were pulled off
the bands’ latest releases.
Radiohead offers the only
chance to get a hold of a beautiful acoustic version of its love-

lorn “Fake Plastic Trees.”
Listeners will need their dancing shoes for the Mighty Mighty
Bosstones’

“Where’d

You

Go?,” “Here” by Grand Royal’s
prodigy Luscious Jackson and
the rare Beastie Boys track,
“Mullet Head.” Coolio takes listeners ona fantastic voyage with
the pot-smoking anthem,
“Rollin? With My Homies.”
The album has plenty of
punk-friendly groups as well.
The Muffs add a cover of Kim
Wilde’s “Kids in America” while
Supergrass turns in the poppy
three-minute “Alright.” The
pop noise quintet Velocity Girl
makes its major label debut with
the instrument thick and upbeat

See Rants & Raves, page 23
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The laid-back tempo can become redundant, but it is a re-

“My y Forgotten
Favorite.”
rorg

freshing breath of fresh air in an

Get a clue.

— Carrie Bell

cat garage bands, distortionheavy songs and flannels.
Vanessa Daou

“Zipless”
MCA

Sub Pop
These guys aren’t Sub Pop’s

normal group of tattooed, longhaired rockers. In fact, they
aren’t even fromany where near
Seattle.
This Tucson, Ariz., group
will put listeners in the American Southwest and a small
across-the-border bar.

Utilizing the steel guitar, guitar, bass, drums and percussion, Friends of Dean Martinez

captures the sexy mystique of
cactus country with its slow,

23

through music, dance, theater

industry bogged down by copy-

— Carrie Bell

Friends of Dean Martinez
“The Shadow Of Your Smile”

_ Wednesday, Sept. 20, 1995

Dogstar founders seek harmony

Rants & Raves
¢ Continued from page 22

°

Vanessa Daou uses her soft
voice and incredible mix ofjazz,
dance and trip hop to seduce
listeners into hearing and feeling the poetry of Erica Jong.
This is quiet-time music —
music to close your eyes and

dream to. It is so full of sexual
innuendo and descriptive metaphors that the company had to
put an advisory sticker on it.
Daou adds tremendous personal feel to the songs. Her silky
voice doesn’t
smoo
thhave much
range but is good at what she
does.
The music will appeal to fans

of Enigma, the Orb or Deep
Forest. It is filled with pianos,
synthesizers,

drums

and

sad instrumentals. It is amazing

occasional bongo.
Daou’s music

how Bill Elm uses the steel guitar to make your ears hear lyrics

and help listeners unzip.

calms

the

the

“howling chaos of the heart”

where there are none.

— Carrie Bell

mission

By Vanessa L. Payne

in Charlotte,

N.C.

on

inner peace. But there’s a higher
force that inspires the two and it

March 23, 1988 — the day of the
vernal equinox. Since then, they
have traveled across physical and
emotional borders to find a state of
existence where they can continue
to evolve as artists.
A product of their evolution is
their new audio project, which includes a self-produced, seven-inch

comes from outer space.

single entitled “Innoukousou.” In-

LUMBERJACK STAFF

Chaos and creativity are the principle forces that motivate the two
members of the musical project
Dogstar Communications in their
quest for universal harmony and

Lilith and Brion Oblivion, the

masterminds

behind

Dogstar

Communications, believe the only

means to achieving total understanding and global unity is to sub-

mit to the chaotic energy radiating
from the star system Sirius — the
“Dogstar.”
“We’re tapping into that Sirius
vibration,” Lilith said, explaining

the function of Dogstar Communications as a musical mediator between Sirius and Earth.
Oblivion said Dogstar Communications is an avenue of expression for the Discordian Society,
which is a global forum for intro-

spection and overstimulation of
information.
“Dogstar Communications is
traditionally a vehicle for the
Discordian Society and its ‘master
plan’ of global chaos,” he said.
Lilith and Oblivion began their

spiration for the single came from
William S. Burroughs’ novel “Naked Lunch.”
“(The audio project) is an extension of what we feel is our part in
the ‘master plan,” Oblivion said.
In composing the single, they
used the “cut-up theory” — a creative force attributed to literary vanguards Robert Anton Wilson and
Aleister Crowley.

According to Oblivion, “Thee

Rights of Bado” is “a celebration of
all the creative forces and energies
that have been cast off from the
Sirius system and are now landing
on our planet.”
The stage line-up includes the
Magick Theatre company and
Tekachi, a Berkeley band.
All performances will be accompanied by a light show engineered
by Edmond, “the light magician.”
The Legion of Vermin, a troop
of “reality engineers,” will roam
throughout the audience playing
an interactive game of sorts.
“Basically, they’re going to be
interfering with people’s reality just
for moments,”

Lilith said. “Not

invading ... just sort of breaking it
up every now and then.”
Video production groups Video

“It’s just pure, accidental chaos,

Verte, Ozone Studiosand Sinamatic

like the cat jumping on the keyboard ... it sounds good so we

Suicide will film the event.
Brandon, Magick Theatre’s
stagehand, said, “It’s going to bea
combination of lights, sound and

record it,” Lilith said.

“It’s not so much the product as
it is the process,” Oblivion said.
Lilith and Oblivion will perform
the single, and a set of unrecorded

compositions, at Brewin’ Beats
Saturday as a part of the multimedia show “Thee Rights of Bado” —
a follow up to last spring’s “Alien
Be-In.”

chaos and weird, euphoric things
going on.”

There will also be a computerassisted astrology readings,
“play” body piercing and body
painting.

Brewin’ Beats will open its doors
at 9 p.m. for the four-hour event.
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‘Clockers’ is timely murder mystery
By Jackson Garland ©
MANAGING EDITOR

¢ Macintosh Rental - $10 per hour

For nearly a decade, Spike Lee
has been making movies which
have been praised and criticized as
important cultural and historical
documents of contemporary urban
America.

¢ B/W Laser Prints - 50¢ each

¢ Full Color Prints - $1.95
¢ Scanning - $5 per scan

¢ 155 Available Fonts
¢ Full Serve Laser Typesetting

In his newest film “Clockers,”

Lee doesn’t fail to paint multiple
portraits oflife ina Brooklyn neighborhood, ranging fromasmall-time
crack dealer to a disillusioned homicide detective.

10% Student

Open 7 Days

prising restraint and subtlety compared with some of Lee’s earlier
works, is in many ways one of Lee’s
strongest films yet. Top-notch performances from all of the primary
actors drive this vehicle from its

PHOTO COURTESY OF

Disillusioned homicide detective

Rocco Klein (Harvey Keitel) is on
the case and is unable, unlike his

ing conclusion.
“Clockers” has very competent
talent behind the camera as well.
Lee co-produced the film with vet-

partner Larry Mazilli (John
Turturro), to accept Victor’s con-

eran filmmaker Martin Scorsese
and Monty Ross, a producer of six
of Lee’s previous films. Lee co-

plausible Strike, the protégé of
neighborhood drug lord Rodney
Little (Delroy Lindo), is respon-

wrote the screenplay with Richard

sible for the crime.

Price, based on Price’s 1992 novel.

unravels, Strike’s pressure-packed

The film, following Spike Lee’s

life gets more and more intertwined with that of Klein’s, who
refuses to back down untilhe finds
the truth.

ing the New York cityscape.

The central character
of the film,
Strike (played by newcomer Mekhi
Phifer), is introduced selling crack
from a bench with a panoramic

view of the projects in which he
Strike’s

brother,

Victor

(Isaiah Washington), is his relative
opposite. He has a family, works
two jobs and aspires to eventually
move his family out of the projects.

When a rival drug dealer is murdered, it is Victor who comes forward with a surprising confession.
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As the case

Several interweaving subplots
are introduced including the desperation ofa crack addict and the
pressures of the life ofa “clocker,”
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Director of photography Malik
Sayeed effectively manipulates
the

is not lessened.
“Clockers” is an effective murder mystery. However, it is also a
stunning and engaging look at the
circumstances that force human
beings to the brink — and the
choices they face in moments of
crisis.

around the clock.

“Clockers” is a brilliantly effec-

film

itself, using

many

different

film stocks to achieve a gritty and
more

realistic feel. The

visually

heavy feeling of sequences shot in
the projects contrasts sharply to
the stark and somewhat blinding
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fession at face value.
To Klein, it seems much more

light cast on Keitel and his suspects during interrogation sequences.
The subtlety of Lee’s direction
in “Clockers” provides a very different but equally gripping feel as
Lee’s most blatant (and best) film,
“Do the Right Thing.”
The strongest aspect of “Clockers” is the amazing performances
turned in by all of the main actors.
Keitel, as always, is superb.
Turturro is also effective as his racist partner even though his screen
time is somewhat minimal.
Phifer and Washington turn in
effective performances as brothers. Spike Lee appears in his cus-
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the copy center

822-8712

Harvey Keitel, Mekhi Phifer and John Turturro try to get to the
bottom of a murder in Spike Lee’s latest feature film, “Clockers.”

harrowing beginning to its uplift-

tradition, opens with a memorable
title sequence — a montage
of grueling close-ups
of gunshot wounds
from drug-related murders juxtaposed with R.I.P. murals decorat-
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HSU, Davis battle to 31-31

2 5

standoff

@ Chris Shipe performs
well in first start as
‘Jacks quarterback
By Brian Wingfield
LUMBERJACK STAFF

In what may have been likened by some
to kissing one’s sister, last week’s tie versus

UC Davis was boasted as raving success by
HSU.
Chris Shipe, making his first startas quarterback in place of Eric Helms, completed
26 of 47 passes for 348 yards and three
touchdowns in the 31-3ldeadlock at
Toomy Field. His lone interception occurred on the last play of the game when a
desperate fling down the field was picked
off by Brett Callan, who made the last play
ofthe game an event by returning it 34 yards

a

Ra

to the 29 yard line before being stopped.

Shipe was named the Northern California Athletic Conference offensive player of
the week, the first time an HSU player has
won the award this year.
“Itwasaconfidence builder,” Shipe said.
“It was a big situation going into Davis. For

ee

4

KEITH SHEFFIELD/CHIEF

er

PHOTOGRAPHER

Eric Scott, No. 9, shown here against Montana Tech, caught five passes for 95 yards Saturday against Davis.

being my first start, getting player of the

week, that’s a big step.”
“Going into the game, what I asked the
team was to stay focused for 60 minutes,”
head coach Fred Whitmire said. “And if
they did that, I wouldn’t worry about the
score. From that stand point, they did everything we asked of them.”
“The Davis mystique is dead,” offensive
coordinator Scott Ricardo said. “If they
didn’t know it, they know it now.”

“We beat them,” he said. “I say beat
because it was a win for us and a loss for
them.”
Davis was ranked sixth in the nation, No.

2 in the West Region, in Division II prior to

See ‘Jacks, page 31

New quarterback makes things routine
By Brian Wingfield

touchdowns put him fourth on the all-

LUMBERJACK STAFF

time list for a single game. Among those
on the list is current HSU head coach

History might be repeating itself with HSU’s football team.
Eric Helms has been moved to the bench, and the best man for

the job appears to be his backup.
Shanon Mornhinweg took over for Helms last year and proceeded to throw for more yards (2055) in one year in an HSU
uniform than anyone else in school history. His 143 completions

ranked him fourth all-time for the highest total in a season.
In his first start, Chris Shipe threw for 348 yards — sixth alltime at HSU for a single-game performance — and three touch-

downs in a 31-31 tie on the road against UC Davis. His three

Fred Whitmire.

“He wasafine performer in high school
and junior college,” Whitmire said. “And
when he came here it took him a while to
play to his abilities.”

Chris Shipe

“Chris did not have an outstanding
fall,” HSU assistant coach Mike Mitchell
said.

“We lacked consistency,” Whitmire said on the decision to

See Shipe, page 31

Women’s soccer team remains
perfect heading into weekend
By Steve Gress

SPORTS EDITOR

Behind the strong play from
goal keeper Julie Raup, the HSU
women’s soccer team remains
undefeated after the first five games
of its inagural season.
Raup leads the Northern California Athletic Conference with
four shutouts in five games. The
junior has a 0.40 goals against average, giving up just two goals in
five games.
“I am extremely happy with her
play,” HSU head coach Kim

Benson said. “She has made some

KEITH SHEFFIELD/CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER

HSU women’s soccer coach Kim Benson has her team 5-0 and

poised for the upcoming NCAC season.

big saves for us. She stopped a
one-on-one situation against Dominican College and has just been
great.”
The Lady ’Jacks are coming off

atough 1-0 game against UC Santa
Cruz and will take on the University of Oregon’s club team Friday
at 1 p.m. on the soccer field. The
game will not officially count in
the standings.
“Sunday we had a tough test

against a physical Santa Cruz
team,” Benson said. “We had a

tough road trip and we played a
little sloppy but to be able to

pull out games like that is good.”
HSU will try to improve its
mark Sunday when it hosts
Hayward in the second NCAC
matchup of the year. The Lady
"Jacks defeated the Pioneers 2-0
last Friday.
“With the teams in our conference being so inconsistent, anything is possible,” Benson said.
“We have expectations of where

we would like to finish. We are
shooting for third in the conference. That would be good for us

and I think that is possible.”
Team unity has been one of the
biggest reason for the early success, Benson said

“The team unity on this team
has been strong,” Benson said.
“The girls are all supportive of
each other even though they are
fighting for positions. Winning,
of course, helps keep it going.”
Carey Goss leads HSU and is
second in the conference with
10 points (four goals and two
assists), while Maria Spetzler has
added two goals and three assists. Shannon Finney and
Milena Slapar each have six
points on two goals and two assists.

|
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@ Flores, Sousa and Schultz have sights
set on Division Il Championships
By Matt Krupnick

she said. “There isa lot of talent on
the team.”
Sousa and Schultz also voiced
their enthusiasm about the team’s
chances.
“The freshmen look strong and
promising,” Schultz said. “I am
happily surprised.”
“After the first two meets of the

—s

LUMBERJACK STAFF

While most students wonder
where they will be halfway through
their senior year, all signs point to
Spartansburg, S.C. for the
frontrunners of the women’s cross
country team.
Seniors Sara Flores, Kim Sousa

and Lara Schultz hope to end their
college cross country careers in
Spartansburg in November’s Division II championships. The way
South Carolina figures to be
straight and fast.
The squad ofrunners who came
in as freshmen in 1992 have come
to be the leaders of the nationally
fourth-ranked Lumberjacks in
1995.

“The seniors will have to be the
leaders,” head coach Dave Wells

said. “So far they’re doing everything we’ve asked of them.”
Flores, a math major from Bell
Gardens who earned All-American honors in 1994, hopes the team
can improve on its sixth place finish last year.
“] think we'll be right up there,”

me,” Sousa said. “I'd like to be

doing that well. She motivates
me.”
“It’s good for me and Kim to
have somebody to work towards,” Schultz said.

Though Schultz and Sousa
now compete with Flores, they
once competed with each other
on a regular basis.
“We competed often in workouts,” Schultz said. “I feel that

season,” Sousa said, “I think we

I’ve progressed more slowly than

have a great chance.”
The “Jacks ran impressively so

Kim, though.”

far this season, winning both the

the season has begun, the road to

“I see Sara as someone to help

Humboldt
and
Chico
Invitationals. Flores was the top
finisher in each race.
Sousa, a recreation administra-

tion major from Arcata, said she
was impressed with Flores’ can-

dor from the beginning.
“She’s the most honest person
you could ever meet,” Sousa said.
Schultz, a social work major
from Redding, said Flores seemed
to be a “quiet champion” — tranquil but fast.
“You could tell she was really
focused,” Schultz said. “She was

also always sweet, complimentary
and good-natured.”
Sousa and Schultz both said
Flores’ speed is an asset to the
team and to themselves.

Sports Grill

eS

Schultz said her goal this season is to run with Sousa in races.
Flores said Sousa’s presence
has already had an impact this

season.
“I guess just her being there
has helped me,” Flores said.
Wells said there is another reason for the seniors’ success.
“This is a blue-collar lesson in
hard work,” he said. “There are

lots of people who have potential
but many less who realize it. They
definitely have supported each
other.”
Though the Jacks found early
success this season, they are not
resting on their laurels.’ The more
competitive portion of the season begins Sept. 30 at the
Stanford Invitational and ends
with the national championships.

KEITH SHEFFIELD/CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER

Seniors Lara Schultz, Sara Flores and Kim Sousa have been the
leaders of the women’s cross country team.

“They’ve all been to nationals,
Stanford and Drenth (Oregon),”

Wells said. “They know how to
deal with that.”
“I would like to be in the top
eight (at nationals),” Flores said,
“if not the top five.”
“To be All-American,” Sousa

said, “I need Sara and all of my
teammates. We need to be as
one.”

“The seniors need to lead us
into battle,” Wells said. “The

No. 4 ranking is no fluke. The
seniors will exit knowing that
they gave to Humboldt.”
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Men’s soccer still winless
@ Volleyball, cross
country squads
enjoy weekend
SUCCESS.

Budweiser.
BEERS,

Despite being winless this year,
HSU men’s soccer coach Alan
Exley is optimistic of having another successful season.
The’Jacks, who are the defending Northern California Athletic

DROP-IN
aie
AUEO))
HOURS

Conference champions, continue

BADMINTON:

Sunday sl-3pm

East Gym

BASKETBALL:

Thursdays7-9pm
East Gym
Sundays 11-1:45pm West Gym

VOLLEYBALL:

Thursdays7-9pm
East Gym
Sundays 2-4:45pm
West Gym
(Thursday night Volleyball and
Basketball alternate weeks)

KAYAKING:
OPEN POOL:

Wednesdays 7:30-9pm_

Pool

Mon/Wed/Fri 7-8am/12-1/4-5
Tues/Thurs
7-8am/4-5
Sat/Sun
12-4pm

INTRAMURAL SPORTS
BEGIN THURSDAY,
SEPTEMBER 21

Flag Football Tournament, narrowly edging out
team MURPHY, 21-14.
Mountain Bike Race - October 7
$15 for students

Deadline for entry is October 5.

Roller Hockey Tournament - October 21, 22
$25 for a student team
Sign up at the Intramural office,
or call 826-6011

UPCOMING
ATHLETIC EVENTS
FRIDAY, SEPT. 22
Women’s Soccer vs. U of OR(Club)
Men’s Soccer vs. Stanislaus
SATURDAY, SEPT. 23
Football vs. Azusa Pacific
SUNDAY, SEPT. 24

Women’s Soccer vs. Hayward
Men’s Soccer vs. Hayward
TUESDAY, SEPT. 26
Women’s Soccer vs. Chico State
WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 27
Men’s Soccer vs. Chico State

have been playing better and
gained some confidence at
Chico.”

According to Exley, Simon

Foss, No. 8, goes up for a block during the Snapple

Redwood Classic last weekend.

The junior forward from De Anza

Junior College in Cupertino has

HSU had a few opportunities to

son.

win.
“While our defense is getting
stronger, our offense is beginning
to gel,” Exley said. “Our midfield is also coming together real
well.”
The offense should get a boost
when Armando Avila is expected
to be fully healthy again by the
time the conference season opens.

been slowed by an injury all seaHSU opens its conference season Friday with a 3 p.m. home
game against CSU Stanislaus.
“We are still confidant that we
can defend the conference title,”

Exley said.

serving aces in three matches.
Jennifer Lundeen and Karyn

Women’s Volleyball

The women’s volleyball team
made

an impressive

winning the Snapple Redwood
Classic last weekend.
The host ’Jacks won all three of
its games in the round robin tournament and will begin NCAC play
with a 9-3 record.
Andrea Thorpe was named the
tournament’s most valuable player.
The senior from Los Angeles finished with 22 kills, 26 digs and 15

showing

by

Williams were selected to the AllSee Cross Country, page 29

Meiggs gains national experience
corte

aa

HSU women’s crew coach
Robin Meiggs has the necessary
experience to help her team succeed in its first intercollegiate sea-

son.
Coach Meiggs’ experience
ranges from the Human Fitness
Laboratory at HSU to the PreElite training camps of Chattanooga, Tenn., the Olympic Training Center in San Diego, Calif.

and the World Championships in
Tampere, Finland.
“It was amazing to see all of
those athletes in one place and
sometimes I felt overwhelmed by
coaching athletes of such a high
caliber,” Meiggs said. “The World

lpm

Amee

Fraser was the best team they
played in a few seasons, adding

LUMBERJACK STAFF

winners of the

Ee
JUDE TEMPLE/LUMBERJACK STAFF

coming tough,” Exley said. “We

By Richard Latham

TOURNAMENTS
Congratulations to team FLAB,

to struggle offensively as they
dropped a pair of games at the Far
West Classic in Chico last weekend.
The defensive-minded *Jacks
(0-5) lost 2-1 to Fort Lewis College and then dropped a 1-0
thriller to Simon Fraser.
“These one-goal losses are be-

Championships gave me a chance

r-

HUM~BOATS
SAILBOATS ~ KAYAKS
RENTALS ~ SALES

___ CLASSES ~ TOURS
443-5157

“Adventures on the Bay.”

to witness international rowing
with completely different people,
cultures and languages.”
“This was the most exciting
thing to happen in my life so far,”
the coach said about her experience as a coach for the women’s
national crew team.
Meiggs hopes her work with
the national team will help the
team here at HSU.
Changes were made to this

year’s team, which include more

in-depth weight training and the
splitting of novice and varsity
teams during practice.
“This year I am introducing
more strength training, including
Olympic weight training, which
is essential to a strong team,”
Meiggs said. “I also feel by splitting the novice and varsity during

EO

OF

GO

KING

By Jeff Viera
LUMBERJACK STAFF

practice (we) will put emphasis
on progress and I won’t have to
unnaturally speed up or slow
someone down.”
So far this season the team has
been recruiting players and starting practices.

“Right now we are looking for

recruits who are willing to make a

serious commitment and who take
pride in working hard and staying

healthy,” Meiggs said. “This is

our first intercollegiate year, so I

would like to see full squads and a
deep field of athletes in all categories.”

Those still wishing to tryout for
the crew team can stop by the

Human Fitness Lab during busi
ness hours or show up at the track
Monday through Thursday at

4:30 p.m.

1$ OF F any COMBO MEAL

LA

WITH

PALAPA

COUPON
1811 G St., Arcata
Located at the west entrance
of the HSU foot bridge.

822-1512

LIMIT 2. Good until 10/15/95
Limit 2 orders per coupon.
Not good with any other coup
ons or Specials,

|
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HSU 31, UC Davis 31
Idaho 66, Sonoma

a
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¢ Results

Last Week

Chris Shipe, HSU

Mesa State 23, Chico State 22

|

0

Chico St

Stanislaus

State 3

:

* Defensive Player of the Week

Fort Lewis 2, HSU 1

fresh, local fish tacos

Simon Fraser 1, HSU 0

Sept. 23

Azusa Pacific at HSU, 7 p.m.
Sonoma State at UC Davis

Last Week
L.J. Eiben, HSU

* Schedule
Sept.22

Chico State at Sacramento State
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* Results

* Schedule

Last Week

Sept. 20

HSU 3, Dominican 1
HSU 3, Notre Dame 0

HSU 3, Holy Names 0

SOCCER

* NCAC Standings
TEAM
WL

UC Davis
Hayward

I _

pitchers of Sierra Nevada

and Red Nectar - $5.50

Overall
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0 0 340
500

0

0 0

341-0

01
0
010

3-4-0

0

0

0

Mon. & Tues. 6-9 p.m.

Sat. Special - BUY 1 vegie burrito,
get a 2nd FREE 10 a.m.- 6 p.m.
Thurs. & Fri. — black beans
Large pitcher of Boonville - $5.90

at HSU

‘ Hayward at HSU

* NCAC Standings

ll |

* NCAC Standings

SOCCER

|

MEN’S

WJ

FOOTBALL

Happy Hour 3-5 p.m.
Boonville - $4.75 / premium - $4.25

430
150

1642

‘a

1/2 G Street, Arcata

822-8433

Sidelines Sports Bar

a

HSU 1, Santa Cruz.0

* Schedule

HSU at San Francisco State

Sept. 22

Sept. 22-24

U.of Oregon at HSU

HSU at San Bernardino Invite

SP

on the plaza,
Arcata

Sept. 24
Hayward at HSU

|

Join the Lumberjack Kids’ Club

Happy-Hour

|

M-Th 5-8p.m.

‘The Lumberjack Kids’ Club is a great opportunity for children and their
families. For a membership of just $50, each family receives a pass good for
over 75 events and a savings of $400. For more information call Gina

Friday 4-8p.m.
glass

Bud & Henry’s

‘Capobianco at 826-3666 or Marty Coelho at 826-5959.
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FRESH VEGGIE & FRUIT JUICES

HAPPY HOUR 9-6 p.m.
Prices 1/2 off Veggie Drinks

drink with ad
50¢ off any grass
and Specials)
(except Wheat
1504 G Street, Arcata
826-0469
Next to LIVE FROM NEW YORK PIZZA
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Rugby set for alumni game
By Richard Latham
LUMBERJACK

STAFF

Experience and conditioning
could be the keys to success for

this year’s HSU rugby team.
“This year we definitely have
more experienced new players,”
said co-captain Simon Trapkus,
a senior studying Exercise Physiology. “Coach (Chris) Byrne has
done a great job recruiting players. He put in a lot of time.”
Co-captain Mark Johnson also
notices some changes to this year’s
team.
“We are more organized as an
athletic team,” said Johnson, a
social science senior. “We are
concentrating more on fitness,
which caused us to lose a few
games last year.”
Johnsonalso said it wasastrong
recruiting year and “we have enthusiastic young players and have
more team participation than my
first years up here.”
A major change to the team was
the addition of a mandatory conditioning program.
“This year we have mandatory
conditioning for each player and

our practices are more focused
and organized,” Trapkus said.
“We are concerned with getting
more practice and better training
and conditioning.”
The rugby team is part of the
Pacific Coast Rugby Football
League, which includes such
teamsas Chico State, Santa Clara,
Stanford, and the National Cham-

pions of UC Berkeley.
“I think this is the strongest
league in the nation,” strength
coach Kyle Ryan said.
“For such a small school, we

play some great nationally ranked
teams,” Trapkus said. “There is
a lot of tradition here at HSU for
rugby and we take pride in playing such good teams.”
During the fall semester the
rugby team prepares for league
play which begins in early spring.
“Right now we are trying to
take the pressure off of the
younger players, while showing
them what collegiate rugby is
like,” Ryan said.
The team will get its first chance
to test itselfat the annual Alumni
game which takes place Saturday
Sept. 30. The match will be at 1

FEATURED IN GOURMET MAGAZINE

DUNAN

Cross Country——

p.m. at the Healthsport events
field.

° Continued from page 28

“This happens every year,”
Ryan said. “Past players, includ-

kills respectively.

son. It’savery festive atmosphere,
although intensity on the field is
high because no one wants to be
shown up.”
Johnson says the upcoming
Alumni game will give the
younger players a chance to
compete against people with
such great knowledge.
The team will also travel to
Nev.

Lundeen

Thorpe

Williams

and

18

17 and

and Williams had

great competition early in the sea-

Reno,

Team.

Tournament

ing All-Americans, give us some

are

among the leaders in the conference inaces. Lundeen is second inthe conference in blocks.

HSU opens conference play
tonight with a 7 p.m. match at
Francisco

San

State.

This

weekend it will take part in the
San Bernardino Tournament.

No. 5 Cal State Los Angeles

for the Wildwest

No.

and

Rugby Tournament on Oct. 7.
HSU
is the
returning
Wildwest champions after settling for runner-up the past four
years.
“We don’t want people to
think we are a bunch of drunk
guys chasing around an oversized ball,” Trapkus said. “We
play some of the best teams in
the country and we are definitely
in the strongest league in the
nation. We have a quality team
and hope to keep improving as
we have year after year.”

16

UC

Riverside

should be tough opponents for
the *Jacks.

Cross Country

HSU’s cross county team
cruised to an easy victory at the
Chico Invitational last weekend.
Sara Flores finished first in the
women’s race with a time of 18
minutes, 29 seconds. Kim

!

Souza and Laura Schultz fin-

ished second and third respectively.
Onthemen’s side, Rio Ander-

son was HSU’s top finisher as
he placed second. Anderson
finished eight seconds behind
Chico’s Eric Ricketts.
Four other "Jacks placed in

the top 10 including Evan
Sjostrom
(sixth),
Luke
Roundy (seventh), Dutch
Yerton (ninth) and Dave Gilbert (tenth).
The women’s team is cur-

rently ranked fourth in the nation and is the top Division II
school in the West according
to the NCAA Coaches Asso-

ciation poll released last week.
The men are ranked 25th
nationally and fifth in the west.

HSU is off this weekend before returning to action Sept.
30 at the prestigious Stanford
Invitatational.

WANT TO BE A PILOT?
Safe, personal and relaxed

VILLAGE

flight instruction at

affordable rates.
Call Redwoods Flying Club
at Murray Field, Eureka,
today for an
introductory lesson.

18 years in Humboldt County ¢ Award Winning Chef

SZECHUAN « MANDARIN CUISINE

Days 445-2601
Evenings 822-5597

HENDERSON CENTER

All you can eat lunch buffet

“The Bicycle People” BICYCLES

cannondale
ee)

MON-FRI

ee

|

pes
bt Aly

11:30 a.m.—2 p.m.

CAMERA&STUDI

¢ Open 7 days a week
MON-THUR

oa

PHOTOGRAPHY CLASS
STUDENTS,

11:30 a.m. — 9:30 p.m. “ FRI 11:30 a.m. — 10 p.m.
SAT/ SUN 2:00 p.m. — 9:30 p.m.

Cc)

Philip’ offers you a

Arcata
752 18th Street between G & H

822-0277

)

10% DISCOUNT

Sa
VISA,
—

on Paper, Chemicals,
Film and Supplies.

2811 F St., Eureka

443-9861

HUMBOLDT COUNTY’S FIRST AND ORIGINAL HUNAN

Open Sun-Fri Closed Sat

On the Arcata Plaza « 822-3155
“aiscount

on

cash/check

sa

ARCATA FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
welcomes back
HSU

students

with a

E

eOVER 40 DIFFERENT BEERS
INCLUDING LOCAL ICRO-BREWS
eOPEN 7 DAYS/NOON - 1A.M.
“THE ONLY PLACE
TO SHOOTI”
615 5TH ST., EUREKA © 442-2989
21 AND OVER PLEASE!

F

From

Home

HAMBURGERS * HOT DOGS « SALADS
VEGGIE-BURGERS ¢« DESSERTS

Friday, Sept. 22, 5:00 p.m. in the church parking lot
SPECIAL MUSIC PROVIDED
Come and bring your friends!
822-0367

* 1700

Union

St., below

HSU’s tennis courts

~
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‘Jacks: Azusa Pacific up next
¢ Continued from page 25

twelve.

playing HSU. The tie dropped

and

Davis out of the Top 25.

Whitmire said. “He does many
things well.”
Eiben’s versatility allowed HSU

“A tie is like kissing your sister,” tight end Randy Maytshock
said jokingly after the game. “Let’s

excellent

athlete,”

Azusa, a fact Whimire was quick

to point out in discussing the talents of Azusa.
“Our team is not a dominant

but Mitchell doesn’t feel there is a
drop offin talent by playing other
wide receivers more, just a drop
off in experi-

looking sisters.”

Matyshock, in his first season
with HSU, had his best game as a
Lumberjack. He had eight catches
for 131 passes, including a 44-

ae
6

;

limel'vebos,

yard touchdown pass.
“Randy’s a great talented athlete and we got to use him that
way,” assistant head coach Mike
Mitchell said.
When asked what HSU did to
get Matyshock more involved in
Mitchell

an

to move him to defensive back,

just hope some of us have good

the offense,

ries over University of Redlands
(23-17) and Whittier College (4114).
Jason Gregory, a starter for
HSU last year, is nowa backup for

“Eiben is a very intense player

Seen
u“
eee

around 7
we
lave

probably
more

talent

now at wide
receiver.”

team,” Whitmire said. “We have

to play hard
EO
c

A tie is like kissing your
-

sister. Let's just hope

some of us have good
looking sisters.”

throughout
‘
>

es ager

oe enough
to beatanyone

on

talent

alone.”

Azusa is led
by junior runRANDY MATYSHOCK
Eric Scott,
ning
back
HSU tight end
Marvin
Marcus
Allen and Chris Wisdom, along
Slaten, who rushed 16 time for 93

said, “we

didn’t hit him in the foot.”
“Some of our bad throws over
the previous weeks were to the
tight end,” Whitmire said.

Wide receiver L.J. Eiben played
mostly as a defensive back against
Davis, in replace of the injured

with Eiben, were all pointed out
by Mitchell.
“The defense needed some
players, and it was a good

yards and five touchdowns against
Whittier. Quarterback Ryan

move,” Mitchell said, referring

had the opposition to an average
of 246 yards per game.

HSU member has won this award
for the first three weeks of the sea-

to Eiben’s move to defensive
back.
Fullback Jason Griffith played
a few downs on the defensive
line against Davis. Whitmire
said that depth problems have
caused HSU to play Eiben and
Griffith on defense. There was
some consideration made prior to
the game about playing center

son.

Chris Butterfield on defense, but

starting free safety, Nick Mitchell.
He did catch one pass for 12 yards.
Kiben had 1 tackles, seven solo,

and an interception. He also had
four kickoffs for 111 yards, witha
long of 50. His performance led

him to being named the NCAC
defensive player of the week. An

Kiben being a jack-of-all-trades

Butterfield didn’t see any action

resulted in an interesting turn of

on defense against Davis.
HSU hosts Azusa Pacific Saturday at 7 p.m. The "Jacks have a

events. On the opening kickoff of
the second half, Eiben returned

the kick 22 yards and fumbled.
On the very next play, Eiben, playing defensive back, picked off a
Mark Grieb pass at the five. For
the game, HSU picked off four

6-1 lead in the series since the two
teams began playing each other in
1987. One of those wins was a 3314 HSU victory in Azusa last sea-

son.

passes, three inside the five, and

Azusa has a new head coach,

the other being picked off at the

Vic Shealy, and is 2-0 with victo-

Hawkins has thrown for three
touchdowns and the defense has

KEITH SHEFFIELD/CHIEF

PHOTOGRAPHER

Percy McGee needs just 90 yards to break the HSU record for
most yards rushing in a career.

Shipe: leads offensive attack
¢ Continued from page 25
switch from Helms to Shipe.
“Shipe makes the routine plays

quarterback.
“He (Eric) gave me support on

the sideline, like everyone did,”
Shipe said. “I think everybody

look routine,” Mitchell said. “We

wants to win, that’s all.”

all feel confident there’s more to
come.”
“What we didn’t want was quarterback mistakes. He didn’t have
any quarterback mistakes. I
thought he stepped it up.”
“He (Shipe) only threw one interception and that was the last
play of the game and I’m not even
going to count that,” Whitmire
said.

“We played hard enough to win
(against Davis),” Shipe said. “It
felt like a win. We were up and we
couldn’t move the last couple of
drives. But I’d take a tie over a
loss.
'
“I knew what I had to do,” Shipe
said. “I tried not to think about
being nervous. I just focused on
letting the game come to me and
not making any mistakes.”
“They gave me an opportunity
and I wanted to do the best |

Shipe said his teammates supported him through the change at

could,” Shipe said.
Shipe has the distinction of being the last quarterback to defeat
De

La Salle, a California high

school football powerhouse. Asa
senior in high school, his team

met with the Spartans in the North
Coast Section championship
game in the Oakland Coliseum.
De La Salle was ranked No.1 in
the state and among the top ten in
the nation.
Current teammates, running
back Percy McGee, defensive lineman Dyshun Beshears, and de-

fensive lineman Jon G. Buxton
wereall on Shipe’s Pittsburg High
School team.

Humboldt Surf
Company
The finest in cold water surf equipment

- Surfboards -

WE PLAY EXCITING:

HIGH STAKES INDIANJBINGO
EVERY WEDNESDAY > SUNDAY.
WIN CARS, CASH & PRIZES.
BIG $$$ PROGRESSIVE BINGO
SPECIAL GAMES PLAYED TOO.

CARDROOM FUN EVERY DAY!

(101 NORTH)

from Taylor, Arrow, Xanadu, Rusty, Stretch and More!

* Wet
1 MME
SOUTH ON
SCENIC
ORME

SPECIAL & NO LIMIT TOURNEYS
JACKPOT "21°,
TEXAS HOLD'EM, HVLO & OTHERS.

Suits -

from Hotline, O'Neill, Rip Curl, Xcel, Quicksilver and Billabong!

* Skateboards -

HUNGRY?
DELI DINER

OPENS DAILY

OPEN:

@ 11AM

7 DAY Seria sav2aurs.

CHER-AE

BINGO

&

Specializing in:

FICTION ¢ POETRY
POLITICS

from Think, Consolidated, New School, Adrenalin, Black Label and More!

OVER 300 PERIODICALS

- Snowboards -

Open 7 Days A Week

from Joyride, Ride, Morrow, GNU, Lib Tech, Yellow Bus and More!
VIDEO SLOTS/POKER:
BIG PROGRESSIVE JACKPOTS,
NICKLES TO DOLLAR MACHINES

NORTHTOWN
BOOKS

- Clothes -

957

From Rip Curl, O'Neill, Billabong, Bear, Scorpion Bay, Roxy, Volcom and More!

ARCATA
4

677-3611

HEIGHTS

CASINO

Plus shoes, used gear, repairs & advice
932 Ninth St., jwoata
across from the Co-o

707-822-2680
1-800-656-SURF

H St. @ Arcata

822-2834

Lumberjack
Classifieds really

wr

806.3928
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Potential Library cutbacks
endanger quality of education
he financial woes the Library faces illustrates the importance of

the facility to HSU’s students, faculty and surrounding com

_-

Upon HEARING THAT THE
ENDANGERED.

CONCERNED

OF BEING CUT,

‘SpiKing’? THE

LIBRARY MAGAZINES
CITIZENS

WERE
BEGAN

PERIODICALS.

munity.

The wide array of periodicals the Library provides for student use is
invaluable when attempting to find contemporary information on a specific
topic, especially when the most recent book on the topic dates back a
decade.

With the seemingly inevitable cuts the Library will soon face, cuts which

total $200,000, many of the resources it provides, including periodicals,
could be severely diminished from its shelves. These are resources many
students have come to depend upon.
If these cuts are made, departments on campus should take the responsibility to provide their students with the research materials necessary for
learning which, until now, have been provided by the Library’s materials

budget.

An example should be made of the College of Behavioral and Social
Sciences, which in the past purchased subscriptions to the journals its
students needed and in turn gave those subscriptions to the Library as

gifts, in effect making them available to anyone who wanted to read them.
Other possibilites exist to keep the Library’s resources as strong as
possible. One feasible idea is fund raising for the Library, which should be
a campus priority. Another idea would be the creation of an endowment
either by alumni or corporate sponsors for the Library.

The HSU Library is the most valuable research facility within 600
square miles and should be recognized as such.

..and we have a loser
I don’t like the word loser, but let’s just
say, for the sake of argument, that I’m a
loser. I don’t have a job, a girlfriend, or even
a dog and every day is a bad hair day. A fun
evening for me includes a shouting match
with Alex Trebec over the capital of Wyoming and a beer-a-mid that doesn’t tip over.
I don’t plan on ever changing.
There was a time when I had a collection
of personal and tangible assets that warranted a “non-loser” status, but once you

get really into professional wrestling you
kind of have to kiss everything else goodbye.
Sometimes I see people my age in suits
and ties and I usually yell something like,
“hey, nice tie,” or “hey nice suit, sir.” I really

don’t know what to say to these people and
they usually steer away from me.
Ive been doing these exercises that might
get me back into “the mainstream”— like
opening beer bottles with parts of my face or

cleaning golfballs in my mouth— any hidden talent I could tap into that could bring

Letters and columns to The Lumberjack
must be received by 5 p.m. the Friday
before publication date. Items can be
mailed, delivered, faxed or e-mailed to:

Liquid
| Lunch
Da

id Chrisman

play chopsticks until I am forcibly removed.
I’ve spent entire paychecks 50 cents ata
time so I can hear “YMCA” for 24 hours
straight on a jukebox. | can’t whistle so i
just throw things at pretty girls when they

walk by. I watch the leaves change colors
in the fall and let tobacco juice dribble into
a big puddle from my mouth onto my shirt

and call it art.
Every now and then, one of us losers

tail lounges telling knock-knock jokes to a
distracted bartender as he struggles over a

tongue out in the background of a newscast or be the object of a police beating.

word-search. I talk to myself about mastur-

John Wayne Bobbitt is like a superhero;

bation. I get temporary tattoos that no one

Kato Kaelin a god.
I videotape infomercials and watch them

sees. I go window shopping for windows at

least twice a week. Every time I see a piano I

Humboldt State University
Nelson Hall East 6

Arcata, Calif. 95521
Fax: (707) 826-5921

NyQuil hallucinations.
I spend sunny afternoons in empty cock-

job, except for the naps and the hours of

The Lumberjack

Phone: (707) 826-3271

makes it big time. A brief appearance on
community access television or a picture
on the back ofa milk carton is like winning
a Nobel Prize.
One day, so help me God, I will stick my

me international fame. It’s a 24-hour-a-day

Letters policy

over and over. My kitchen gleams with an

E-mail: thejack@axe.humboldt.edu

Letters and columns are subjected to
these guidelines:
* They must be typed or neatly printed.
* Letters are limited to 250 words, columns
are limited to 600 words. Longer items
will not be considered.

* Items must be verified before they're

published. They need a signature, address
and phone number. Students must include
their major and year in school.

Anonymous letters will not be published.
* Items are subject to editing for style and grammar, and may be condensed to® fit
available space.
* Publication is not guaranteed.

arsenal of food slicers, dehydrators, juicers,

24-packs, lava lamps, pogs, bootlegged
reception of after dark programming, microwaves and some other less important

pasta makers, vacuum suction canning de-

vices, steamers, and enough Ginzu knives

for every running back in the NFL. I play

things, the calendar of a loser is full of

quarters by myself.
The future? Who knows. Between the
Internet and direct television I may have to
completely drop out of society, or hire an

assistant of some kind. Add in baseball

football, O.J., MTV, ESPN, frozen pizza,

empty hours staring glassy-eyed ata black
widow as it accidently gets caught in it’s

own web and struggles to get free.

It’s a lot like looking in a mirror.
,

Chrisman is a journalism senior.
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CPR: Choking on
the breath of life
Carefully sipping the hot cup of cheap
coffee, I watched the early birds hit the sand,

spread their wares and lay out in the warm
Sunday morning sun.

Charles Hoey

‘The weather guru on television predicted

Should environmentalists be able
to prevent Pacific Lumber from
logging Headwaters forest?
“That's a tough
question for me. Fi
Ibelieve you = &
have the right
to do whatever
you want if you
own something
but the outcome of the forest

affects everyone.”
JIM YOUNGKIN

“Yeah, | think
they should. It's
the last oldgrowth stand
and cutting it
really won't
economically improve the
status of the area.”
JAMIE DONAHUE
wildlife senior

blue skies, warm water and a guilty verdict
in the Simpson trial. I contemplated the
almost clock-like rhythm ofa new day at the
beach. Suddenly, the peaceful monotony
tumbled down in the worst of ways.
“Lifeguard! Help! He just collapsed and
stopped breathing!” she cried.

Fora dreamlike instant the seriousness of
her words failed to register.

“What?” I said, hoping she would laugh
and say she was just kidding.
“He’s up the hill, hurry!”
I grabbed the first aid kit and a radio.
Paramedics were dispatched while I ran up
the hill. As I approached the scene (It’s not
a movie, | wonder why they call it that), a
small crowd surrounding the man dispersed,
anxiously looking at me to do something for

this man, as if I could wave some magic
wand and make it all better.
He was lying on the dirt with his pale

body twitching in a mild convulsion. His
eyes stared blankly through an expensive
pair of Hobie sunglasses. His daughter stood
helplessly by ina state that looked like a mix
between paralyzing fear and disbelief. It was
Father’s Day. Happy Father’s Day.
I checked for breathing. Nothing. I opened
his airway. Still no signs of life. I took the
sterile rubber mask out of the first aid kit,

“The question

placed it over his mouth and watched the

chest rise as I breathed for him. It felt like
blowing into a wet plastic bag. I felt for a

should be

wrist. No pulse. We began CPR. The man’s
pupils remained dilated in a lifeless stare.
The fire engine arrived, sirens wailing, lights
flashing. They set up their equipment while
we worked on the cold, clammy body. The
paramedics took over treatment, and I went
over to the man’s daughter to comfort her. |

assured her it would be OK. I knew it would
not.

The medics stuck a tube down the man’s
airway and gave him shots of adrenaline.
After putting some gel on their electric
paddles, they shocked his chest. Everything
about the call went by the book.
The medics stopped working. It was over.
I gathered my first aid kit, jogged back to
my tower and had all day to think about what
had just happened. The incident flashed in
my mind over and over, until I could not
bear it any longer. And then I thought about
it some more. Every detail, every move, every excruciating moment replayed like a bad
segment ona TV show.
Did we botch the call? Did I kill this man?
Was his death a result of something we did?
Something we didn’t do? A sense of guilt

and sorrow crept into my mind.
As I sipped the rest of the now cold, bitter
cup of coffee, the answer came to me.

The

man received the best care available. Everyone did their job correctly. His death was a
result of a massive heart attack, not the ac-

tions of those who attempted to help him.
Wondering what else we could have done
amounted to no more than a futile attempt at

‘should we
preserve some

pulse. A faint heartbeat thumped through
the walls of his carotid artery. There was
hope yet.

“No, the law
should be able

old growth
forever?’ and

Backup arrived and we set up the oxygen

events in this world with outcomes utterly

beyond one’s scope of influence. They must

to prevent it
and reason

my answer is yes. | think we've

equipment. We pumped the life-giving gas
into him for an eternal couple of minutes.
I could feel the man’s pulse diminishing.
After about a minute, I could no longer feel
a pulse. A man claiming to be a doctor
offered to help. He checked the pulse at the

journalism junior

cut enough.”

should be able
to prevent it.”

EDWARD

“BUZZ” WEBB

Vice President, Student Affairs

TRUDY DOBSYN
social science senior

“No, just cuz.”

AARON DANGLER
business marketing junior

“I think they
should be
allowed to
protest. My
dad is a
logger so | don’t think people
should be put out of work over
it.”
DAWN HOLT
English teacher-prep junior

S.A.F.E. fights for students’ rights
The article “No Fee Increases...” in the
Aug. 30 edition only touched the tip of the
iceberg on student-fee increases. It was not

just the CSU board of trustees that requested
a 10-percent fee increase. Gov. Wilson’s
budget proposal for 1995-96 was counting

on a 10-percent increase in higher-education fees.
In January, the Senate Democrats came
out in opposition to the proposed increase.
During the budget hearings, Senate Democrats were the key to blocking increases in
student fees. The Assembly Democrats, due
to partisan politics and the speakership tur-

they can plant the seeds for a life of anguish
and self doubt.

Hoey is a journalism senior.

Francisco), and Senator Ken Maddy (RFresno). Subsequently, they changed their
votes to support key education issues. |
testified in front of three different committees; my testimony helped pass student-related bills out of two committees.
Assembly Republicans Allen (R-Huntington Beach), Conroy (R-Orange), Mc
Pherson(R-Santa Cruz) and Weggeland (RRiverside) broke party ranks and passed an

amendment to the 1995-96 budget, which
prevented a fee increase.
S.A.F.E. exists to organize and agitate for

student rights, not just fees. The actions of

moil, did not take a staunch stand against fee

S.A.F.E. this past spring helped stop a fee
increase. The power lies with us, the stu-

increases.

dents, to direct and control our future. If

Students Acting For Education(S.A.F.E.)
worked with the California State Student

Editor in Chief

be dealt with, accepted and put away, or

Letters to the editor

also played a role against fee hikes. $.A.F.E.

COMPILED BY GREG MAGNUS

controlling the uncontrollable. There are

Association on student-fee issues. S.A.F.E.
lobbied Assemblyman Firestone (R-Santa

Barbara), Senator Quinton Kopp (I-San

you want to get involved then stop by the

Associated Students office or call 826-5414.
Douglas Lindsey
junior, Public Affairs Correspondent for
S.A.F.E.
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CHERCHE

‘ETUDIANTE

POUR

PROS

TESCH

Auction on Sept. 30 at the Eureka
Inn available.
Please call Joe
Bonino at 826- ores or 445-0307

parle frangais. $5/hr 822-3442.
WANTED: studentto promote free
seminars on "the world peace
formula".
Independent research

Noy

oay

on health, creativity, intelligence
and human relations. Negotiable
fee. Call John 677-3151. — 9/20

$100.00 REWARD for information
leading to the acquisition of the
video tape of the May 20, 1994
HSU Theater Arts Department

PROGRAM ASSISTANT, Teen
center, afternoons, evenings and
weekends.
Submit cover letter,
resume, and names and phone
numbers of three references to
3015 J. Street, Eureka, CA 95501
Deadline is Sept. 22. 444-4-0184.

Brown Derby Awards.

Attorney

JasonIN Singleton 441-1177.

CLUBS & ORGS

motivated individuals.

RAINBOW EVENTS MEETING
SOON!
Contact local cofocalisers Dwight 822-4118, Tom

Fast, easy — no financial
obligation. (800)862-1982 Ext.33

822-7059, Ralph 442-1890. Join
brothers and sisters for picnics,

BIG MONEY, NO WAMMIES
Lumberjack Classified Ads are a
great way to rid yourself of that
unwanted junk.Call 826-3259.

gatherings.

FAST

FUNDRAISER

—

raise

$500 in 5 days — Greeks, groups,
clubs and

music,

drumming,

councils and

INTA RELIGIOUS SCIENCE
FELLOWSHIP (E.C.O.R.S'20/30
-something circle) meeting soon.
Interest or background

age Spirituality.

TUBES FOR RENT on the warm
Trinity. $5 each. Group rates are
available, reservation required.

(916) 629- 3516.

9/20

"HAT GROUP": HUMBOLDT
APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY
forum meeting soon!
speakers, workshops,

Potlucks,
etc. Call

Dwight 822-4118 or C.C.A.T.

HUM- BOATS BAY ADVENTURES, sea kayaking, sailing.
rentals,

in INTA/

R.S. or Unity? Call Dwight 8224118 or Patrick 443-5743. New

THRILLS

lessons,

group

sales, accessories,
Lasers,
Hobies, keelboats. Full Moon, High
Tide rides. Foot of “F” Street. 4435157.

9/20

ope

events,

NEW

MOUNTAIN

BIKE

perfect

for smaller person less than 5'8”".

Steph

ROAD

BIKE,

full

dura-ace group, time pedals,
training rollers. In mint condition.

TICKETS TO THE EASTER SEAL
Society Fundraising Dinner and

BABYSITTING
2 soirs par
semaine. Langue maternelle
frangais. Une fille de 7 ans qui

101

826-9480.

$600.00 OBO.
269- 8478.

Leave message

oe

ee

~ CLASSIFIED
BODY PIERCING. Dormorhouse- .
by John Lopez, formerly ofthe
calls

LE LET HENDERSON
WORD PROCESSING

for appointmento

transcribing. 443-6128.

Call 444-3497 _ typingforyou.
Pleasure ‘ Center. r info.
thesis, mailing

MAC SE/30, 20mb RAM, 230mb
HD, ENHCD keyboard, System
7.1. $650 OBO.
Packard Bell
386sx/20, 20mb RAM, 120mb HD,
VGA monitor, $225 OBO.
HP
Laserjet ll laser printer, 4mb RAM,
letter and legal size paper tray,
new toner cartridge, just serviced.

STREET
do your

Wedoclass papers,
lists, and

ePlace ads at

University Ticket Office,

$325.Leave message at 269-8478

Nelson Hall East

PHOTO EQUIPMENT: black and
white developing tank, color
developing drum, color filters,
enlarging easel, trays. Laurie 4429286, after rSpm or before 7:30am.
BEING DESTROYED—grand
view, spacious, attractive Earth—
take part in reconstruction.

Environmentally

safe cleaning,

e $5/25 words.
e Student discount

(just $2!)

and
personal
products
at
compatible market prices. 446-

8182.

SERVICES
ENJOY A MASSAGE in Arcata.
Massage relieves discomfort
caused by toxic lactic acid which is
the result of strenuous exercise.
Foot-reflexology. Reidun Olsson

CMP

622- 7249.

GOT THE TINY ROOM | BLUES?
Store the stuff that you do not use.
D.J. Lind's Mini Storage at 9th & K
10% student discount, 24 hour
access. 822-0228.
9/29
CUT YOUR PHONE BILL BY 3040%!
Join Excel, the nations
fastest-growing
telecommunications company!

¢ Deadline: Fri. 4 p.m.
before Wednesday
publication.

Call 826-3259
for more information

You get the same service, phone

lines , billing, etc., but much much
cheaper!

826-1716 for more info.

MYSTIC MOTORS"
What can you do to get
200,000 miles out of your car?
Practice

AUTO WELLNESS®
Our Systems Managed Care Program,
using factory parts, dramatically increases
performance and longevity.

Factory trained technician for

HONDA

¢ GM

¢ TOYOTA

Cars, Trucks & 4X4's ¢ Carb Overhaul

¢ Fuel Injection Diagnosis
For do-it-yourselfers, Self-Help Classes available!

822-2596
Alan Hunter

Over 100 seats on powerful —
_ campus committees are available to.
Students like you.
Take responsibility for your education.
To get involved, call 826-4221 or come by the
Associated Students.

Master Technician

fax: 677-1617

Namaste

13 years experience

ESCORT
24 HOURS/7

SERVICE
DAYS A

WEEK

tape

CALENDAR

Friday 22

445-0844,

Workshops

and the largest karaoke library in
town. No cover charge, those
older than 18 welcome. Doors

openat 8 p.m. More information
is available at 444-CLUB.

Et Cetera

welc
minorom
s must e,
be accom-

panied by a paying adult. Fees
are $4 ($3 members) or $7 ($5

* Karaoke with Mike McKay

members) for families. Registra-

at Don Juan’s from 7 to 10 p.m.

tion forms are available at 826-

No cover, those less than 21 wel-

¢ Campus Recycling Program meeting at 5 p.m.
at the Warren House
#53 across from the
Multicultural Center. Everyone welcome, more information
is available at 826-4162.

¢ Free movies, hosted by the
Cycle Learning Center. “Return
of the Scorcher” and “American

Flyer” will be shown at 7 p.m. in
Science B 135. More information is available at 822-7546.

Thursday 21
Music
* Karaoke with Mike McKay
at the NorthCoast Inn. $1 drink

specials from 9 p.m. to 12 a.m.
Those more than 21 welcome.
More information is available at
822-4861.

Et Cetera
* Basic bicycle maintenance
and bike theft clinic presented by
the Cycle Learning Center. Meet
at the CLC shed behind
Nelson Hall East,
across from the

in Eureka. Ages 6 to adult are

~ ,__
—

Depot at 5 p.m.
Bring bike, lock,

tools (optional)
and questions. More information

is available at 825-8138.
* Video on Permaculture De-

4479.

come. More information is avail-

Et Cetera

able at 839-5820.

¢ North Country Fair on the
Arcata Plaza. Arts and crafts, international cuisine, live music,

Lecture
¢ Maya Hieroglyphic Writ-

ing lecture by Professor Tom

Farmer’s Market, pancake breakfast. The Samba Parade at 3 p.m.

Jones entitled “Soundand Sense:
The Decipherment of Maya
Hieroglyphs” at 7 p.m. in

¢ North Country Fair on the
Arcata Plaza. Arts
and crafts, international cuisine, live

public. More informationis avail-

breakfast
The All

or at the Veteran’s

Et Cetera

information is available at 822-

5320.

Arcata Community Recycling Center from 5 to
7:30 p.m. Refreshments from 5 to
6:30 p.m. Fashion

¢ Writer’s group presented
by the Redwood Coast Writer’s
Center will meet from 7 to 10
p.m. in Eureka. Open to writers
of any age or level. More information is available at 677-1661
or 442-8413.
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Building at the corner of 14th
andJ in Arcata from 9 a.m. to 3
p-m. More than 1,200 native
plants representing over 50 spe-

¢ Fashion Show at the
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cies will be offered. More information is available at 839-5762

to enter the lives of loved ones — both near and far — via
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show and program
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Arcata, Calif. 95521
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¢ Howdy Emerson will per-

form at Cafe Mokka at 8:30 p.m.
No cover, those less than 21 are
welcome. More information is

E-Mail thejack@axe.humboldt.edu

Mitsubishi «

822-3770
513 J St.
(two doors north of Cafe Mokka)
LETS WORK
ON YOUR
UNDERHAND
PITCHES.
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RUNNING AWAY
LIKE THAT, You
WONT CATCH
ANY FOULS.
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RIGHT HERE /
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Free Loaner Bicycles

AUTOMOTIVE
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Species Parade is at 3 p.m. More

Country Fair in the Arcata Plaza

able at 822-1515.

Tuesday 26
Workshops

Market, pancake

822-5320.
¢ Plant Sale at the North

Founders Hall 232, free to the

>Hi
i
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Toyota e VW e Jeep
a.

Et Cetera

More information is available at

e Chevy Datsun e Dodge« Forde Honda « Subaru
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Sunday 24

ee

¢ Star Above the Harbour will
perform at 8:30 p.m. at Cafe
Mokka. No cover, those under
21 welcome. More information
is available at 822-2228,

ee

¢ Club Karaoke at Club West
with Downtown Curtis Brown

° Bird-banding research field
trip with HSU student researchers at the Wright Wildlife Refuge

* Bosom Buddies, a support
group for womenand their families who have experienced breast
cancer meets from 5:30 to 7 p.m.
at the Women’s Resource Center in Eureka. More information
is available at 442-5239 or 7255239.

en

Music

Et Cetera

ee

445-0844.

Warren House
#53 at 10a.m. More information
is available at 826-4162.

Monday 25

eh

More information is available at

More information is available at

Campus Recycling is sponsorng Moonstone
beach, carpool
leaves
from

eee

Those less than 21 until 10 p.m.

from 8:30 to 12:30 p.m. Those

under 21 welcome until 10 p.m.

* Beach/coastal cleanup day.

ce

from 8:30 p.m. to 12:30 a.m.

gins at 7:30 p.m. at CCAT. More
information is available at 8263551.

or 441-3513.

tie

¢ Karaoke with Mike McKay
at the Red Lion Inn in Eureka

available at 822-2228.
* Karaoke with Mike McKay
at the Red Lion Inn in Eureka
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Wednesday 20

sign featuring Bill Mollison discussing the science of environmental sustainability. Video be-

____ Wednesday, Sept.
RAPES ET,

ducational Access

Community Access

HUMBOLDT THIS WEEK

Highlights from
this week’s schedule

First broadcast

Tuesday, Oct. 3
7 p.m.
News about HSU and
the North Coast
SPECIAL REPORT
Earthquake
Preparedness
Guests
Lori Dengier

HSU geology professor

Linda Nellist
Office of Emercency Services
Produced by
HSU journalism students

Thurs. 21
9:30 p.m.
1994 North Country Fair
and Samba Parade

Fri. 22

7:00 p.m.

A Funny Thing
Happened on the Way
to the Forum

Sat. 23

8:00 p.m.

The Headless Comic
A Dell’Arte play
Sun. 24
8:00 p.m.
Doc in the Box
Live, viewer phone-in show
with Dr. Scott Sattler

ed

The Lumberjack
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ALL YOU CAN EAT Fish & Chips

Eclectic British Pop rooted
in classical guitar
all original power tri from S.F.
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Acoustic Night
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CAPPUCCINO
PASTRIES
FIREPLACE
JUICE BAR

OPEN EVERY DAY
INCLUDING

HOLIDAYS

Sun - Thurs: noon to 11 pm
Fri & Sat: noon to 1 am
e GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE

CORNER 5th & J, ARCATA e CALL 822-2228 FOR RESERVATIONS

